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Abstract 

When a disruption occurs in an urban rail system, it usually results in significant disturbances 

due to limited operational flexibility. In this thesis, we develop an optimization model that 

efficiently reschedules trains during partial blockage on a double-tracked light rail line. The 

rescheduled timetable is obtained by a mixed-integer linear programming model that minimizes 

the sum of delay at all stations by rescheduling trains through the opposite track using 

crossovers.  

 

The numerical analyses are performed on three case studies based on real-world data from 

Bybanen light rail system in the city of Bergen. Our findings suggest that the proposed 

optimization model can safely reschedule train operations through crossovers located at their 

actual position in the network. Our findings also indicate that when minimizing delay at all 

stations instead of at the final stations, it contributes to more evenly distribution of passenger 

delay. This is demonstrated by comparing two different objective functions.  

 

The results furthermore imply that by increasing frequencies, a crossover strategy will be 

harder to implement following larger density of trains. Changing from manual to automatic 

crossovers seems to have little effect on rescheduling of train operations. When expanding to 

double-tracked crossovers, however, the results indicate that punctuality and train operations 

are significantly improved. Finally, as the optimization model solves the most comprehensive 

case study in six seconds, the model can be applied by dispatchers in real-time decisions.  
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Introduction and scope of research 

Bybanen has been crucial for public transportation in Bergen since the introduction in 2010 

(Bybanen, 2019a), aiming to be the most punctual, reliable and cost-efficient light rail system 

in Europe (Bybanen, 2019b). These objectives should be met through competence development 

for dispatchers and operators, as well as ensuring reliable and accurate passenger information 

(Bybanen, 2019b). In order to handle deviation management, disruptions should moreover be 

solved by utilizing dispatcher support tools that can deliver reliable, high-quality solutions in 

real time.  

Similar to comparable railway systems, dispatchers at Bybanen decide based on previous 

experiences and simple operating heuristics. However, following higher frequencies of train 

operations and more advanced infrastructure, there is a broad agreement in the literature that 

dispatchers need decision support systems (Gao, Yang, & Gao, 2017; Pellegrini, Marlière, & 

Rodriguez, 2016; Samà, D'Ariano, Pacciarelli, Pellegrini, & Rodriguez, 2018). With expected 

increases of passenger demand following line extensions of Bybanen (Miljøløftet, 2019a), 

instantaneous decision making is likely to become more complex in the future. With numerous 

rescheduling possibilities during disruption, it is therefore nearly impossible for dispatchers to 

decide optimally. Thus, only by providing dispatchers efficient support can high punctuality 

and reliability be guaranteed.  

The main purpose of this thesis is therefore to develop an optimization model to assist 

dispatchers in real-time during disruptions. This is achieved through mathematical 

programming by creating a mixed-integer optimization model with objective of minimizing 

sum of delay in the network. The model interacts with dispatchers in three phases. Firstly, 

dispatchers provide an operating timetable as input together with safety considerations. 

Secondly, if an incident occurs, dispatchers specify location and timeframe of the incident. 

Lastly, dispatchers receive a new, optimal timetable with specific rescheduling instructions as 

to how trains should operate when passing an incident section.  

The model can therefore be used by dispatchers to safely reschedule train operations in real-

time during disruptions. It may also be used for stress testing the network by simulating 

different scenarios and identifying possible bottlenecks, thereby providing a better 

understanding of critical sections. Moreover, dispatchers can use the model to increase 

knowledge of the train operations in general, such as the location where trains ideally should 

switch tracks during disruption. In future planning of line extensions, the model can be used to 
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determine ideal placements of stations and crossovers. In other words, reducing the number of 

difficult operating decisions, and increasing the likelihood of seamless train operations.  

Structure of thesis 

The remaining thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents background information about 

urban rail systems in general and the light rail system of Bybanen specifically. Chapter 2 

provides a literature review of how the real-time railway traffic management problem has been 

solved in comparable systems, as well as our contributions to the literature. Chapter 3 continues 

with a description of the problems considered in this thesis, including explanations of the 

assumptions made when creating the optimization model. Chapter 4 describes our optimization 

model in detail, before chapter 5 presents input data based on the light rail system of Bybanen. 

Moreover, we specify the process of solving the model as well as presenting the case studies 

analyzed in this thesis. Numerical results are presented in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, implications 

of the numerical results are discussed, in addition to how the optimization model can be used 

as an element in a dispatcher support system in the future. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes our 

findings before conclusions are presented.  
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1 Background 

This chapter include a short introduction to urban railway systems, and more specifically, how 

Bybanen as a transportation mode has become a central part of public transportation in Bergen. 

It also contains a description of the infrastructure and characteristics of Bybanen. 

1.1 Urban railway 

Urban rail consists of railway systems in urban and suburban areas, and including commuter 

railways, metros and light rail systems (UITP, 2018a, 2018c, 2019). However, since commuter 

railways share many of the same characteristics as mainline railways, urban rails will be 

referred to as metros and light rail systems in the remainder of this thesis.   

Metros consist of transportation systems with exclusive right-of-way and capacity to efficiently 

transport large number of passengers (UITP, 2012, 2018c). They are completely separated from 

other traffic, often located underground, permitting higher operating speed than light rail 

systems (UITP, 2012). As completely separated tracks require large investments, metros are 

most commonly implemented in large cities where high capital costs can be justified (UITP, 

2012). In contrast to metro systems, light rail systems often share infrastructure with other users 

and operate partly on line-of-sight (UITP, 2019). This is normally solved by providing light 

rail priority in junction signals at the expense of other traffic, thereby reducing external 

disruptions (UITP, 2016). With right-of-way implemented, light rails can operate nearly 

congestion free, at velocities of 20-30 km/h (UITP, 2016).  

The concept of light rail encapsulates both trams, light rail transit and quasi-metro rapid transit, 

depending on the level of segregation and capacity of the system (UITP, 2016). The two last-

mentioned transportation modes have relatively high capacity, only surpassed by metros and 

heavy rail (UITP, 2016). Light rails have five to eight times lower costs than metros (UITP, 

2016). The system has consequently become a popular option for small to medium sized cities 

aiming to reduce congestion, improve air quality and reduce greenhouse emissions (UITP, 

2019). In recent years, there has been developed a range of light rail systems similar to Bybanen 

in cities such as Aarhus, Casablanca, Algiers, and Florence (UITP, 2015, 2018b).  

Light rail systems have traditionally had a central role for public transportation in larger 

European cities, and the networks in Budapest, Prague and Paris together had more than 1100 

million passengers in 2018 (UITP, 2019). In recent years, there has also been a steady increase 
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of light rail systems in Asia, which is expected to continue in the future following heavy 

investments in China (UITP, 2019).  

1.2 Bybanen 

1.2.1 Development of Bybanen as transportation mode 

In 2012, the Norwegian Government presented a climate strategy with objective of meeting 

future transportation demands without increasing passenger travel by car (Norwegian 

Government, 2012). This should be accomplished by stimulating to increased use of public 

transportation, cycling and walking through state subsidies (Norwegian Government, 2012). 

The subsides are paid following an agreement between County Council and the State, hereafter 

named “city growth agreement”, where County Council operate according to the National 

Transport Plan 2010-2019 (Norwegian Government, 2019). The Regional Climate Plan of 

Hordaland County Council for 2014-2030 states that in order to reach the national objectives 

in Bergen, increasing public transportation and reducing car traffic is crucial (Hordaland 

County Council, 2014). The change should consequently be stimulated by investing in 

infrastructure for public transportation and increasing car related costs.  

In the most recent climate budget of Bergen County, there is correspondingly an objective of 

reducing passenger car traffic by at least 10 percent within 2020, compared to 2013 (Bergen 

County, 2019b). One of the main initiatives supporting this objective includes developing an 

integrated transportation network connecting Bybanen with other public transportation modes 

(Bergen County, 2019b). This is clearly stated through the city growth agreements from 2011-

2014 and 2017-2023, where Bybanen is valued as the most important contributor to public 

transportation in Bergen (Norwegian Government, 2011, 2017).   

The current network of Bybanen light rail is illustrated by solid red lines in Figure 1. The first 

section of Bybanen was built between Byparken and Nesttun, and opened in June 2010 

(Bybanen, 2019a). It was further extended to Lagunen in June 2013, and in two stages to 

Bergen airport in August 2016 and April 2017 (Bybanen, 2019a). Since the start, there has been 

a consistent focus of supporting city development by creating network effects through 

integration of existing public transportation and Bybanen. There has for instance been created 

joint connecting points for Bybanen and buses, as well as bike paths along the tracks 

(Miljøløftet, 2019a). 
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Figure 1, Illustration of the current Bybanen network and future line extensions (Bergen County, 2019a) 

Since the start of 2010, Bybanen has experienced a rapid growth of passengers. Figure 2a 

illustrates the passenger statistics since 2012. These figures show that Bybanen reached an all-

time high of 14.9 million passengers in 2018, following 18% yearly growth two consecutive 

years. These numbers are even more impressive when including population growth in Bergen 

in the same period, illustrated by Figure 2b. The figures combined show a clear trend of 

increased use of public transportation in general, and Bybanen in specific. In fact, the number 

of passengers using public transportation in Bergen has doubled between 2010 and 2018 (SSB, 
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2019a), where Bybanen has been the major contributing factor (Engebretsen, Christiansen, & 

Strand, 2017).  

 

(a) Passenger growth 

 

(b) Population growth 

Figure 2, Passenger and population growth 2012 - 2018 (Skyss, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019b; SSB, 2019b) 

The development of Bybanen has further stimulated to population growth in areas with close 

proximity to the network, and more than a third of Bergen’s population live within one km of 

the light rail (Engebretsen et al., 2017). This is consistent with comparable systems, where 

development of new infrastructure stimulates to increased activity and population growth 

(UITP, 2016). With the current development of a new track from the city center to 

Fyllingsdalen, the number of passengers within the proximity zone will further increase 

(Miljøløftet, 2019a). It has been decided to expand Bybanen with a new track from the city 

center to Åsane (Miljøløftet, 2019b), creating a network covering large parts of the Bergen 

area. Future line extensions of Bybanen are illustrated with stippled lines in Figure 1.  

The increased focus on public transportation in Bergen has not only resulted in declining CO2-

emissions from road traffic in recent years (Bergen County, 2019b), but also contributed to 

considerable improvements of air quality (Bergen County, 2019c). As a result of the upcoming 

line extensions of Bybanen, Bergen is expected to further decrease CO2-emissions, meeting 

the zero-growth objective of passenger transportation (Miljøløftet, 2019a).  

1.2.2 Infrastructure and characteristics of Bybanen 

The current route of Bybanen consists of 27 stations spread over nearly 20 km between BYP 

and FLE, illustrated in Figure 3. The figure illustrates abbreviated station names which will be 

used in the remainder of the thesis. Expanded station names are shown in Appendix A. The 

entire route is doubled tracked, meaning that each train can travel undisturbed at designated 

tracks in both directions. There are 16 crossover tracks throughout the system, divided in both 

manual and automatic crossovers.  
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Figure 3, Schematic route Bybanen 

Similar to other light rail systems (UITP, 2019), Bybanen is not a completely closed system, 

due to partly shared infrastructure with cars and pedestrians. The main operating rule is 

therefore to drive according to line-of-sight, except in tunnels where automatic operating 

systems are in place. Operators at Bybanen are therefore responsible for ensuring safe 

interactions with other traffic. In order to operate congestion free, Bybanen is prioritized at the 

expense of other traffic at intersections and traffic lights. 

During normal operation, Bybanen operates according to desired frequency rather than a 

specific timetable. For ordinary weekdays, this frequency varies from five minutes in rush hour 

to 10 minutes in periods with lower demand (Skyss, 2019a). In order to meet the desired 

frequency during rush hour, 20 trains are currently in use. However, following increased 

passenger demand in recent years, utilization of 24 trains will shortly increase frequency to 

four minutes. In order to ensure that the required frequency is met, Bybanen measures 

performance according to several key performance indicators. The first indicator measures 

performance in terms of punctuality, by determining whether trains are operated according to 

the timetable (Bybanen, 2019b). Regularity is used to measure cancelled or abrupted train 
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operations, while deviation management includes how deviations are handled and how 

passengers are informed during disruptions.  

Bybanen generally performs well on all indicators, illustrated by a regularity of 99.45% and 

punctuality of 97.57% in 2018 (Bybanen, 2019a). That being said, Bybanen defines punctuality 

as deviation of less than three minutes from the timetable. A train can therefore be delayed in 

the view of passengers, but still be defined as punctual according to the operating plan. This is 

indicated by the customer satisfaction report from 2018 stating an experienced punctuality of 

87% (Bybanen, 2019a). There is consequently a discrepancy between delay according to 

Bybanen and delay according to passengers.  

A lower punctuality from the perspective of the passengers can be explained by the fact that 

delay is measured by the number of minutes a train is delayed, and not by passenger delay. If 

a train has to return to the origin station due to closed tracks, the current operating plan states 

that the original trip ends at the turnaround station, before a new trip starts when returning to 

origin. By contrast, passengers are likely to experience additional delay when they board a new 

train in order to reach their terminal station. In addition, as there are considerably more days 

with normal operation than disruptions, yearly punctuality doesn’t provide a clear picture of 

delay during disruptions. Thus, in order to measure performance of deviation management, a 

more thorough understanding of passenger delay during disruptions is needed.   
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2 Related work and contribution  

This chapter provide an overview of relevant literature related to rescheduling of railway 

systems in general, and urban rail systems in specific. Contributions to research are further 

presented. 

With increasing urbanization and passenger demand, well-functioning urban rail transit is 

important to efficiently transport large crowds (Chang et al., 2019). These systems are 

generally both safe and reliable. However, due to increasingly complex systems following the 

introduction of new technologies and equipment, managing normal operation is becoming 

more challenging (Chang et al., 2019). Consequently, when incidents occur, they often greatly 

influence normal train operations, including the safety of passengers (Chang et al., 2019). In 

general, there are three main contributing factors causing incidents; infrastructure failures, 

locomotive defaults and signal system failures (Chang et al., 2019; Xu, Li, & Yang, 2016).  

When incidents occur, it is crucial for dispatchers to efficiently manage the situation to 

minimize delay and inconvenience for passengers (Chang et al., 2019). According to Xu et al. 

(2016), emergency responses to incidents depend on whether both tracks are affected. If the 

entire track is closed, passenger service is often suspended until the track is recovered. 

However, if only one track is closed, trains can be rescheduled in real-time using crossover 

tracks (Xu et al., 2016). Even when this is possible, dispatchers normally choose to wait for 

track recovery due to operational simplicity (Xu et al., 2016). This can be explained by lack of 

global considerations and that decisions are mostly based on experiences from previous 

situations and simple dispatching rules (Pellegrini et al., 2016; Yin, Tang, et al., 2017). 

In other words, the main disadvantage of the experience-based rescheduling method is the lack 

of precision in complex situations (Gao et al., 2017). Only by incorporating global, systematic 

considerations can safety, service quality, and optimal operational costs be guaranteed (Gao et 

al., 2017). This is especially crucial for urban rail systems where passenger demand and 

departure frequencies are high (Yin, Tang, et al., 2017). Consequently, due to increasingly 

complex situations to manage and lack of efficient support systems, it becomes nearly 

impossible for dispatchers to correctly estimate decisions overall effect (Pellegrini et al., 2016; 

Samà et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2016).  

With this in mind, providing dispatchers with useful tools has received considerable attention 

in recent years. In academic research it is common to differentiate between train scheduling 

and train rescheduling, where train scheduling is the process of creating a timetable in advance, 
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and train rescheduling includes managing the timetable at an operational level (Sairong et al., 

2019). As dispatchers deal with operational decisions, a model should be able to present 

information in real-time. The operational problems faced by dispatchers are therefore often 

defined as the real-time railway traffic management problem and involves managing 

disturbances that contribute to delays in the network (Samà, D׳Ariano, Corman, & Pacciarelli, 

2017).  

Although there have been many attempts to solve this problem, few have been implemented in 

practice as most models solve very simplified problems that are only applicable for specific 

traffic situations rather than entire networks  (D’ariano, Samà, D’ariano, & Pacciarelli, 2014). 

Ideally, an efficient system should provide dispatchers with a conflict-free schedule, minimize 

delay, safely deal with actual traffic conditions, and be solved in a matter of seconds (D’ariano 

et al., 2014; Samà et al., 2017). The balance of including both high level of details and solving 

the problem rapidly has been hard to manage (D’ariano et al., 2014), although advances in 

recent years have made it possible to deal with more effectively (Chang et al., 2019).  

The majority of existing research on rescheduling problems are based on mainline railway 

systems (Chang et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2017; Yin, Wang, Tang, Xun, & Su, 2017), and utilized 

methods can broadly be classified as macro – and micro methods. The difference between the 

two perspectives is the level of granularity (Pellegrini, Marlière, & Rodriguez, 2014), macro 

methods describe the infrastructure based on groups of block-sections while micro methods 

define the infrastructure based on single block-sections (Samà et al., 2017). Macro methods 

consider an ideal or constant speed and optimize train operations only at stations, and micro 

methods also consider speed profiles and train movements throughout the network, thereby 

capturing a higher degree of details (Hangfei, Keping, & Paul, 2018). However, with more 

details it becomes harder to solve the problem within reasonable computation time (Samà, 

Pellegrini, D’ariano, Rodriguez, & Pacciarelli, 2016).  

Two of the most popular methods for solving rescheduling problems in the literature are 

alternative graph models and mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) (Samà et al., 2016). 

Alternative graph models developed in a number of papers (D'Ariano, Corman, Pacciarelli, & 

Pranzo, 2008; D'Ariano & Pranzo, 2009; D'Ariano, Pranzo, & Hansen, 2007) have contributed 

to introducing the ROMA-system (railway traffic optimization by means of alternative graph). 

The system makes it possible to consider global information in a reasonable computation time, 

by utilizing blocking time theory for track occupation and alternative graphs for solving traffic 
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control problems (D'Ariano, 2009). The system has later been verified by Corman and 

Quaglietta (2015) and is considered one of the most promising systems for mainline railways 

(Pellegrini et al., 2016).  

Another line of studies have focused on how MILP-models can be utilized to improve 

rescheduling decisions. Törnquist and Persson (2007) proposed a MILP-model for 

rescheduling trains during small disruptions by considering possible track options. Moreover, 

Louwerse and Huisman (2014) considered both partial and complete line blockages during 

major disruptions. Zhan, Kroon, Zhao, and Peng (2016) rescheduled trains on a double-track 

high-speed railway when one track was unavailable, assuming that time of recovery is 

unknown beforehand and gradually updated.  

Another promising MILP-approach for mainline railways is the RECIFE-MILP model 

developed by Pellegrini, Marlière, Pesenti, and Rodriguez (2015). The approach uses a 

heuristic algorithm based on the MILP formulation proposed by Pellegrini et al. (2014), 

handling the real-time railway traffic management problem in short computational time 

(Pellegrini et al., 2015). Samà et al. (2016) further improved the model by using ant colony 

optimization meta-heuristics to reduce the number of possible routes evaluated. This was done 

as the number of alternative routes affect problem size, and therefore heavily influence 

computation time (Samà et al., 2016). Recently, Pellegrini, Pesenti, and Rodriguez (2019) 

reformulated the MILP-model from Pellegrini et al. (2015) by exploiting inequalities to reduce 

the number of binary variables. This was done as previous models sometimes failed to deliver 

within the computation time required in real-world instances (Pellegrini et al., 2019).  

The research on rescheduling problems for urban railways is limited (Chang et al., 2019; Gao 

et al., 2017), but due to increasing passenger demand in cities and better opportunities for 

automatic systems, the topic has gained more interest in recent years (Yin, Tang, et al., 2017). 

In comparison to mainline railway systems, urban railways have higher departure frequencies 

and shorter distances between stations (Gao et al., 2017). The station layout and infrastructure 

are also much simpler, and in normal operations trains are not allowed to meet or overtake each 

other (Chang et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2017). Consequently, disruptions often have larger 

consequences for the entire network due to greater interactions between trains and limited 

operational flexibility (Chang et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2017). The objectives and model 

formulation in urban railway systems are therefore somewhat different from mainline systems 

(Chang et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2017). The minimum headway between two successive trains 
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in urban railway systems are normally between two and five minutes. However, with increasing 

passenger demand in recent years, headways of only two minutes are not uncommon in busy 

urban rail systems (Chang et al., 2019). This increases the need for real-time rescheduling of 

urban rail systems, to ensure passenger satisfaction and reduce operational costs (Gao et al., 

2017).  

Rescheduling in urban railways is often performed by adjusting headway, however, with 

increasing frequencies it becomes more complicated for dispatchers to respect headways during 

rescheduling decisions (Yin, Wang, et al., 2017). Different rescheduling strategies have 

therefore been proposed including deadheading, holding, stop-skipping and short turning. 

Deadheading was proposed as one of the earliest contributions in literature for urban railway 

systems where trains pass some of the stations empty at the start of the trip to reduce headways 

at later stations (Eberlein, Wilson, Barnhart, & Bernstein, 1998). Gao et al. (2017) recently 

presented a version of a holding strategy where a MILP-model was used to incorporate a real-

time rescheduling strategy for an urban railway system, by utilizing information of fault 

handling to adjust run – and dwell time.   

A stop-skipping strategy allows late trains to skip low-demand stations in order to return to 

normal schedule (Gao, Kroon, Schmidt, & Yang, 2016). Considering an overcrowded metro 

system in Beijing, Gao et al. (2016) demonstrated how a stop-skipping pattern increased 

circulation of trains and reduced the number of waiting passengers. According to Yin, Wang, 

et al. (2017), however, stop-skipping strategies are rarely allowed in practice as the wait time 

will increase for some passengers. To recover disruptions in a metro system, Yin, Wang, et al. 

(2017) proposed an alternative approach, where back-up trains located at depots or sidings 

increased transport capacity during disruption. Thereby contributing to faster return to normal 

operation. As most metro infrastructures includes several storage sidings, the method can easily 

be implemented in real-word applications (Yin, Wang, et al., 2017).  

Chang et al. (2019) recently presented a short-turning strategy during complete blockage for a 

double-tracked urban railway, where trains can turn at intermediate stations in order to use 

tracks in the opposite direction. Similar to Yin, Wang, et al. (2017), this strategy also included 

back-up trains at depots (Chang et al., 2019). The case study on a subway line in Beijing 

demonstrated that a rescheduled timetable could be obtained within short computation time by 

adjusting runtime, dwell time, and rolling stock circulation by the use of crossover tracks 

(Chang et al., 2019). Despite this, since the strategy brings inconveniences for passengers who 
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have to leave the train when changing direction, more research is needed to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the approach (Chang et al., 2019). Xu et al. (2016) considered an incident at 

one of the tracks on a double-track subway line, with objective of minimizing total delay. In 

the presented model, impacted trains during disruption are rescheduled using the opposite track 

through crossovers. The case study on a subway line between Beijing and Yizhuang indicated 

that the model is able to reschedule a large number of trains within short computational time 

(Xu et al., 2016). 

The presented research about urban railway systems have in common that a macro perspective 

is used to model train operations. This can be explained by the high-frequency nature of urban 

rail systems, where dispatchers need to decide rapidly (Yin, Tang, et al., 2017). Due to 

differences in frequencies for urban – and mainline railways, what is considered a short 

computation time will also differ. As an example, one of the most successful MILP-models for 

mainline railways, RECIFE-MILP, does not manage to optimally solve complicated cases 

within three minutes (Pellegrini et al., 2019). This would clearly be problematic for more 

frequent urban rail systems (Chang et al., 2019). In general, a rescheduling plan should 

therefore be determined within one minute (Yin, Tang, et al., 2017). 

In this paper, we focus on a double-tracked light rail system where one track is unavailable due 

to an incident, e.g. due to power loss. Moreover, during disruption, affected trains can utilize 

the opposite track through crossovers. Possible dispatching measures therefore consist of both 

adjusting run – and dwell times and utilizing crossovers to optimize rolling stock circulation. 

Similar to previous research of urban railways, this thesis considers a rescheduling problem at 

macro perspective, to balance the trade-off between accuracy and computation time. The 

purpose is to generate an optimal rescheduling plan where sum of delay is minimized at each 

station. This is done to minimize delay for all passengers, not only passengers travelling to the 

terminal station. This differs from previous research that minimize delay at the final stations 

(Pellegrini et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016), although necessary for Bybanen where the majority of 

passengers do not travel the entire route (Bybanen, 2019a).  

By contrast to Xu et al. (2016) who modelled crossovers at stations, we present a model where 

crossovers are located at their actual positions in the network. This contributes to safer and 

more accurate train positions when changing tracks. Summarized, we aim to make the 

following contributions to the study of rescheduling problems for urban railways: 
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• A MILP-model that can assist dispatchers in real-time during disruption by accurately 

rescheduling trains using crossovers. This is done by minimizing sum of delay at all 

stations, resulting in a conflict free, rescheduled timetable 

• Most existing research for urban railways uses metro or subway systems as illustrative 

cases. As this thesis considers a light rail system with somewhat different 

characteristics, we demonstrate the applicability of rescheduling models for a new 

transportation mode 

• Addressing real-world problems faced by dispatchers and operators at Bybanen light 

rail system. By providing knowledge of how train operations ideally should be 

managed, and an urban rail infrastructure developed, the optimization model can 

contribute to more effective train services 
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3 Problem description 

This chapter provides a description of the problems faced by dispatchers when one of the tracks 

are closed due to an incident, including limitations of the current rescheduling method. 

Moreover, the alternative approach considered in this thesis is presented.   

In the current system of Bybanen, dispatchers decide according to previous experiences and an 

operating manual based on simple dispatching rules, similar to comparable systems (Xu et al., 

2016; Yin, Tang, et al., 2017). This is problematic as experiences and dispatching rules alone 

cannot account for every possible scenario, making it harder to guarantee optimality (Gao et 

al., 2017). On average, dispatchers at Bybanen use five minutes from an incident has occurred 

to a decision has been made. During this time frame, trains operate to their subsequent station 

and wait until further instructions. Consequently, a decision support model that can 

instantaneously reschedule trains is therefore likely to considerably reduce delay.  

The main characteristics of Bybanen are illustrated in Figure 4, consisting of stations and 

crossovers. All stations include two platforms with dwell capacity of one train in each direction. 

Two trains travelling in the same direction cannot dwell at the same station simultaneously. 

Moreover, trains are not allowed to dwell at crossovers following safety considerations.  

 

Figure 4, Emergency situation current system 

Figure 4 illustrates a situation where trains change tracks through crossovers when outbound 

track is closed due to an incident. Based on the current operating rules of Bybanen, dispatchers 

normally choose between two options. Firstly, dispatchers estimate the expected incident 

duration time. If the problem can be solved within the decision-making time of five minutes, 

outbound trains wait, and inbound trains drive according to schedule. Secondly, if recovery 

time is unknown, dispatchers normally use a short-turning strategy similar to Chang et al. 

(2019), as illustrated in Figure 4. In the presented scenario, inbound trains will drive to station 

2 and drop off passengers. They will then change operating direction and return to origin station 

after changing to outbound track at crossover 2. Outbound trains will similarly drive to station 
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2 and drop of passengers before returning to origin station after changing to inbound track at 

crossover 1.  

In the operating handbook of Bybanen, this is only one of many possible solutions. Often, only 

some inbound trains will drive to station 2, while the remainder will drop off passengers at 

station 4 before changing tracks. This is done due to headway considerations and to reduce 

congestion. Consequently, some of the inbound passengers have to wait until the subsequent 

inbound train can transport them to station 2, before boarding a third train to station 1. This is 

problematic due to inconvenience for passengers when they have to change trains (Chang et 

al., 2019), and also contributes to considerable delays.  

Outbound passengers will similarly experience additional delay when waiting for inbound 

trains to arrive at station 2. Consequently, delay in the view of passengers will be greater than 

measured per train, thus, overestimating the punctuality of train operations. As the dispatcher 

strategy causes both increased delay and number of transfers, passenger satisfaction is likely 

to be lowered.  

With this in mind, the proposed method in this thesis attempts to reduce the number of transfers 

as well as overall delay experienced by passengers. The alternative approach is presented in 

Figure 5, illustrating a situation where the outbound track is closed due to an incident. During 

disruption, outbound trains are allowed to pass the incident by changing tracks at crossover 1, 

before operating in the opposite direction until crossover 2 where it returns to their designated 

track.  

 

Figure 5, Proposed method during an incident 

Obviously, in order to avoid head-to-head collisions, safety headways are crucial for such a 

strategy to be implemented. As a similar method has demonstrated effectiveness for subways 

(Xu et al., 2016), there is reason to believe that the proposed solution can be applied to Bybanen 

due to lower density of trains.  
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The alternative approach has two main advantages compared to the current dispatcher method. 

Firstly, as trains travel in their designated direction, the need for passengers to change trains is 

nonexistent. It will also be easier to include a passenger perspective, as passenger delay and 

train delay are identical. Secondly, with an optimization model supporting dispatchers, the 

average decision time of five minutes can be reduced. In addition, with global considerations 

in mind, more complex situations, like operating trains in the opposite direction, can be handled 

efficiently (Gao et al., 2017).  

When dealing with delays, implementing a model where only directly affected trains change 

tracks is likely to be more efficient than a short-turning strategy where trains in both directions 

have to change tracks. In the remainder of this thesis, directly affected trains are defined as 

trains operating on a track where an incident has occurred. For the incident in Figure 5, inbound 

trains are for instance not directly affected by the incident on outbound track. Compared with 

the scenario in Figure 4 where all trains change tracks, inbound trains only have to adjust 

runtime to safely interact with outbound trains. If the interaction is feasible, inbound trains are 

expected to be considerably less delayed. Moreover, when disruption has recovered, returning 

to normal operation is likely to be faster when fewer trains have changed tracks.  

To summarize, the proposed model in this thesis attempts to increase decision quality through 

an optimization model which takes global considerations into account and produces reliable 

and feasible solutions within short computational time. When formulating the model of 

characteristics of Bybanen when one track is closed due to an incident, we make the following 

assumptions:  

• During disruption, all trains can be rescheduled before reaching a crossover section. 

Thus, trains cannot be trapped between two crossovers 

• Time of recovery and location of incident section is known  

• Communication systems between operators and dispatchers are of sufficient quality for 

trains to safely operate on the opposite track 

• There are well-functioning systems to inform passengers of which platform trains will 

arrive after changing tracks 

• In real-world operations, trains operate continuously in a loop by turning when reaching 

the end of track. For simplicity, in the proposed model a train terminates when reaching 

the final stations 

• Passenger demand is equal at all stations. Thus, all stations should be prioritized equally 
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4 Model formulation 

In this chapter we first provide a short introduction to MILP-models, before the optimization 

model used to reschedule urban rail systems are presented in full. We start by presenting sets, 

parameters and decision variables used in the model, before the objective function is described. 

Finally, constraints necessary to ensure safe train operations and to uphold the desired 

frequency are defined.  

4.1 Mixed-integer linear programming model 

An integer programming model is formulated as a problem where one or several of the 

decision variables have integer values (Lundgren, Rönnqvist, & Värbrand, 2010, p. 323). 

This includes both pure – and mixed integer programming models, where pure integer models 

only consist of integer variables, by contrast to mixed-integer models where both integer and 

continuous variables are defined (Lundgren et al., 2010, p. 325).  

There are generally two reasons for introducing integer variables. Firstly, variables should be 

defined as integer when they are naturally integer values (Lundgren et al., 2010, p. 325), e.g. 

number of persons. The second reason is when logical or binary 0/1 variables are necessary 

(Lundgren et al., 2010, pp. 325-326), e.g. if a train utilizes crossovers or not. 

To efficiently model train operations, we define a mixed-integer programming model with 

both continuous and binary variables, presented in full in the subsequent sections.  

4.2 Mathematical formulation 

4.2.1 Sets 

The sets included in the optimization model are presented in Table 1. When running the model, 

we use sets for both inbound and outbound trains, links and routes. However, for ease of 

presentation in the model formulation, 𝑇, 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆, and 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 are defined as sets containing 

both inbound and outbound characteristics.  

𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆 displays the order of stations and crossover tracks in the network. From Figure 5, a link 

is defined as the section from station 1 to crossover 1. The links are important in order to define 

the correct order of events in the network, and to ensure that trains do not skip stations or 

crossovers. Furthermore, 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 consists of links between crossover tracks, e.g. between 

crossover 1 and 2 in Figure 5, and are crucial to determine where trains switch tracks. It is 

important when specifying the additional time of utilizing crossovers.  
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Table 1, Sets 

𝑂 Outbound trains 

𝐼 Inbound trains 

𝑇 All trains (𝑂 ∪ 𝐼) 

𝐸𝑃 Set of end points in a link  

𝑆 Passenger stations 

𝐶 Crossover tracks 

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙 Set of start points in a link  

𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐼 Inbound links between stations,  (𝑠, 𝑒) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐼: 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑃  

𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝑂 Outbound links between stations, (𝑠, 𝑒) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝑂: 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑃 

𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆 Links between stations (𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐼 ∪ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝑂) 

𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝐼 Inbound crossover links, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝐼: 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐸𝑃 

𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝑂 Outbound crossover links, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝑂: 𝑎 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐸𝑃 

𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 Crossover links (𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝐼 ∪ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝑂) 

𝑆𝐼 Start of incident section 

𝐸𝐼 End of incident section 

 

4.2.2 Subscripts of sets 

Table 2, Subscripts 

𝑡 Index of trains, 𝑡 ∈ 𝐸𝑃 

𝑒 Index of end points, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸𝑃 

𝑠 Index of start points, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙 

𝑗 Index of stations,  𝑗 ∈ 𝐸𝑃 

𝑐 Index of crossovers, c ∈ 𝐶 

𝑠, 𝑒 Index of start and endpoints between stations and crossovers, (𝑠, 𝑒) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆 

𝑎, 𝑏 Index of start and endpoints in crossover links, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 

 

4.2.3 Parameters 

Parameters included in the model are presented in Table 3. Scheduled arrival and departure are 

given by the timetable for trains at all stations and crossovers. By contrast to mainline railways 

where runtime over crossovers often is neglected (Sairong et al., 2019), this is crucial to define 
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for urban railways where margins are tighter due to shorter overall operating time. 𝑓𝑎,𝑎,𝑏 is 

therefore used to define utilization time of crossovers within a crossover link.  

Table 3, Parameters  

𝑎𝑡,𝑠 Scheduled arrival,  𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙 

𝑑𝑡,𝑠 Scheduled departure, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙 

𝑓𝑎,𝑎,𝑏 Utilization time of crossover, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 

 

4.2.4 Constants 

Table 4 presents constants defined in the model. We consider dwell time as constant in line 

with existing literature (Samà et al., 2018), although in practice there are normally some 

differences depending on passenger demand. Furthermore, headway for adjacent trains is 

defined to ensure that safety considerations are respected. As we are evaluating one incident at 

a time, incident occurrence and recovery are further defined as constants. Finally, we define a 

large 𝑀 to be used in the binary relations in the model. In order to improve solution 

performance and speed up computation time it is important that this value is not too large 

(Pellegrini et al., 2015).  

Table 4, Constants 

𝑤 Minimum dwell time 

ℎ0 Minimum headway between two trains travelling in the same direction 

𝑡𝑜 Time when incident occurs 

𝑡𝑟 Time when incident recovers 

𝑁 Number of trains in each direction 

𝑀 Sufficient large number 

 

4.2.5 Decision variables 

Decision variables used in the model are presented in Table 5 and include both continuous and 

binary variables. The first two variables are continuous and used to define actual arrival and 

departure of all trains. These are crucial in order to determine the tardiness of trains, as well as 

ensuring safe train operations. The binary variables are moreover used to define which trains 

utilize crossovers to pass an incident.  
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The binary variables together determine possible train operations for directly affected trains. 

Firstly, 𝑙𝑡 states that only trains arriving at start of incident section before or at the time of 

recovery will be affected. Thus, trains arriving after incident recovery can drive according to 

normal operations. Secondly, 𝑘𝑡 helps determine which trains arrive at end of incident section 

before incident occurrence, where only trains that are yet to arrive are affected. The two 

conditions are captured by the auxiliary variable 𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 which is only true when both 𝑙𝑡 and 𝑘𝑡 

are true.  

Table 5, Decision variables 

𝑎1𝑡,𝑠 Actual arrival, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙 

𝑑1𝑡,𝑠 Actual departure, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙 

𝑙𝑡 1 if directly affected trains arrive at start of incident section before or equal to 

incident recovery, 0 otherwise 

𝑘𝑡 1 if an incident has occurred and directly affected train has not reached end of 

incident section, 0 otherwise 

𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 1 if directly affected trains arrive in incident section during incident, 0 otherwise 

 

4.2.6 Objective function 

The objective function minimizes sum of delay for all trains at all stations in the network. This 

is done to ensure that delay in the perspective of passengers is minimized, such that train delay 

equivalents passenger delay.  

 

∑ ( 𝑎1𝑡,𝑗 − 𝑎𝑡,𝑗)

𝑡 ∈O,𝑗 ∈𝑆

+ ∑ ( 𝑎1𝑡,𝑗 − 𝑎𝑡,𝑗)

𝑡 ∈ I,𝑗 ∈𝑆

(1) 

 

4.2.7 Constraints for normal operation 

4.2.7.1 Runtime constraints 

If a train is delayed, it cannot be recovered later in the system as the timetable reflects the ideal 

runtime between stations. This is consistent with existing research where initial delay cannot 

be recovered, and rescheduling decisions are limited to handling consecutive delay related to 

solving conflicts in the network (Samà et al., 2016; Shakibayifar, Sheikholeslami, Corman, & 
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Hassannayebi, 2017). Delay is accumulated throughout the system from the section where 

trains are initially delayed. Constraint (2) therefore states that runtime in the network is variable 

although restricted by a maximum runtime between stations and crossovers.  

a1𝑡,𝑒 − 𝑑1𝑡,𝑠 ≥ a𝑡,𝑒 − 𝑑𝑡,𝑠,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, (𝑠, 𝑒) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆 (2) 

4.2.7.2 Blockage area constraints 

To avoid dangerous situations, Bybanen has restrictions stating that only one train in each 

direction can be located in the same section simultaneously. Constraints (3) and (4) therefore 

state that within 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆, there is a maximum capacity of one train. 

a1𝑡+1,𝑠 ≥ a1𝑡,𝑠 + (a1𝑡,𝑒 − 𝑎1𝑡,𝑠),      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, (𝑠, 𝑒) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆: 𝑡 < 𝑁  (3) 

a1𝑡,𝑠 ≥ a1𝑡−1,𝑠 + (a1𝑡,𝑒 − 𝑎1𝑡,𝑠),      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, (𝑠, 𝑒) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆: 𝑡 = 𝑁  (4) 

 

4.2.7.3 Dwell time and order of events constraints 

In the predefined timetable, a minimum dwell time is included to guarantee safe boarding of 

passengers as well as basic operational procedures like opening and closing of doors. 

Constraint (5) therefore states a minimum dwell time of w at every passenger station.  

𝑑1𝑡,𝑗 − 𝑎1𝑡,𝑗  ≥ 𝑤,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆 (5) 

Moreover, as trains are not allowed to dwell at crossover tracks, constraint (6) is specified to 

ensure that departure always occur after arrival, thereby determining the correct order of events.  

𝑑1𝑡,𝑐 ≥ 𝑎1𝑡,𝑐 ,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 (6) 

4.2.7.4 Headway constraints for adjacent trains 

Safety headways for adjacent trains are crucial both for ensuring a fixed frequency of train 

operations and for avoiding rear-end collisions. Constraints (7) - (14) therefore specify 

headways between trains travelling in the same direction. The first constraint states that the 

arrival of train 𝑡 + 1 at 𝑠 should be larger or equal to arrival of train 𝑡 at 𝑠, and the headway of 

ℎ0. Similarly, constraint (8) illustrates the relationship for departing trains. Constraints (9) and 

(10) are specified in order to avoid that more than one train, travelling in the same direction 

dwell at the same station or crossover. Since we are modelling a train service that terminates 

at the final station, the final train will not have a succeeding train. Constraints (11) - (14) are 

consequently specified.  
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𝑎1𝑡+1,𝑠 ≥  𝑎1𝑡,𝑠 + ℎ0,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙: 𝑡 < 𝑁 (7) 

𝑑1𝑡+1,𝑠 ≥  𝑑1𝑡,𝑠 + ℎ0,     𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙: 𝑡 < 𝑁 (8) 

𝑎1𝑡+1,𝑗 ≥  𝑑1𝑡,𝑗 + ℎ0 − 𝑤,     𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆: 𝑡 < 𝑁 (9) 

𝑎1𝑡+1,𝑐 ≥  𝑑1𝑡,𝑐 + ℎ0,     𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶: 𝑡 < 𝑁 (10) 

 

𝑎1𝑡,𝑠 ≥  𝑎1𝑡−1,𝑠 + ℎ0,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙: 𝑡 = 𝑁 (11) 

𝑑1𝑡,𝑠 ≥  𝑑1𝑡−1,𝑠 + ℎ0,          𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑙: 𝑡 = 𝑁 (12) 

𝑎1𝑡,𝑗 ≥  𝑑1𝑡−1,𝑗 + ℎ0 − 𝑤,        𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆: 𝑡 = 𝑁 (13) 

𝑎1𝑡,𝑐 ≥  𝑑1𝑡−1,𝑐 + ℎ0,          𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶: 𝑡 = 𝑁 (14) 

 

4.2.8 Constraints for incident situations 

4.2.8.1 Determination of which trains are affected during an incident 

If one track is closed due to an incident, then during disruption, partial service using single 

track is accepted. Figure 6 provides an illustrative example of how trains are affected during 

disruption. Given that an incident occurs between two stations, the first station is defined as 

start of incident section and the second as the end of incident section, where only trains arriving 

to the section during disruption are affected. Moreover, as we are modelling the network within 

a macro perspective, the location of an incident is not determined with exact precision. In the 

model, an incident is therefore defined to occur somewhere between two members of 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆, 

determined as incident section.  

 

Figure 6, Incident section 
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With Figure 6 in mind, directly affected trains are trains travelling in the outbound direction, 

determined by constraints (15) - (21). Constraints (15) and (16) state that trains arriving to start 

of incident section before or at the time of incident recovery are affected. Moreover, constraints 

(17) and (18) state that trains which are yet to arrive at end of incident section when an incident 

occurs are affected. Finally, constraint (19) - (21) determine that a directly affected train must 

take action if it arrives at start of incident section before incident recovery and if it has not 

reached the end of incident section when an incident occurs. If either of these conditions are 

unfulfilled, trains will drive according to normal operation.  

𝑎1𝑡,𝑠 ≤ 𝑡𝑟 + 𝑀(1 − 𝑙𝑡),      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝐼 (15) 

𝑎1𝑡,𝑠 ≥ 𝑡𝑟 −  𝑀(𝑙𝑡),     𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝐼 (16) 

 

𝑡𝑜 ≤ 𝑎1𝑡,𝑠 + 𝑀(1 − 𝑘𝑡),      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝐸𝐼 (17) 

𝑡𝑜 ≥ 𝑎1𝑡,𝑠 −  𝑀(𝑘𝑡),      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, 𝑠 ∈ 𝐸𝐼 (18) 

 

𝑙𝑡 + 𝑘𝑡 ≤ 1 + 𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 ,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (19) 

𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 ≤ 𝑙𝑡 ,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (20) 

𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 ≤ 𝑘𝑡 ,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 (21) 

 

4.2.8.2 Headway constraints opposite direction 

It is relatively easy to ensure headways during normal operation where trains are operating 

according to a pre-specified timetable (Xu et al., 2016). However, when utilizing the opposite 

track, an additional headway needs to be specified in order to avoid front-to-front collisions. 

In Figure 7, the blue train is travelling in outbound direction on inbound track due to an 

incident. To avoid collision, the yellow train therefore has to wait for the blue train to finish 

the red-stippled section. The minimum safety headway necessary to avoid front-to-front 

collisions is consequently the green-stippled section. Similarly, there should be a safety 

headway when trains enter the opposite track, illustrated in Figure 8. Thus, the blue train cannot 

enter the red-stippled section through crossover 1 before the yellow train has passed crossover 

1 in the inbound direction. 
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Figure 7, Headway when leaving opposite track  

 

Figure 8, Headway when entering opposite track 

Constraints (22) and (23) state the situation in figure 7 and figure 8 respectively, and are both 

written in the perspective of when the outbound track is closed. Thus, when disruption occur 

on inbound track, 𝑡 ∈ 0, 𝑢 ∈ 𝐼 is written as 𝑡 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑢 ∈ 𝑂, where 𝑢 is defined as indirectly 

affected trains.  

Constraint (22) consists of four parts. First, 𝑎1𝑢,𝑏− 𝑎1𝑡,𝑏 describes the situation where inbound 

and outbound trains arrive at crossover 2 on inbound track.  𝑓𝑏,𝑎,𝑏 is further included to define 

when the outbound train has reached crossover 2 on outbound track. To ensure safe train 

operations, the resulting headway should be equal or greater than actual runtime between 

crossover 1 and 2, divided by two. This condition is included following two reasons. Firstly, it 

guarantees that inbound trains will not be present at any station in the crossover section when 

outbound trains use inbound track. Secondly, it ensures enough time to safely decelerate and 

accelerate before and after reaching a crossover. It moreover includes the time it takes to drive 

across a crossover. Finally, the constraint is activated when directly affected trains utilize 

crossovers, encapsulated by 𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡. 

Constraint (22) and (23) together account for the entire section between crossover 1 and 

crossover 2, and actual runtime is consequently divided by two for both constraints. If for 

instance the crossover section in Figure 7 takes 200 seconds to pass, a safety margin of 100 

seconds is included from outbound trains has returned to outbound track. The safety margin is 
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similarly included when inbound trains have reached crossover 1. Thus, making it possible to 

ensure safe train operations. Constraint (23) finally guarantees a headway when inbound trains 

depart from, and outbound trains arrive at crossover 1.  

𝑎1𝑢,𝑏− 𝑎1𝑡,𝑏 − 𝑓𝑏,𝑎,𝑏 + 𝑀(1 − 𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡) ≥ (
𝑎1𝑡,𝑏 − 𝑑1𝑡,𝑎

2
) ,    𝑡 ∈ 0, 𝑢 ∈ 𝐼, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶( 22) 

𝑎1𝑢,𝑎− 𝑑1𝑡,𝑎 + 𝑀(1 − 𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡) ≥ (
𝑎1𝑡,𝑏 − 𝑑1𝑡,𝑎

2
) ,      𝑡 ∈ 0, 𝑢 ∈ 𝐼, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 (23) 

 

4.2.8.3 Added time when using crossover track constraints 

Constraints (24) and (25) state that directly affected trains using crossovers will increase 

runtime according to switching procedures. The first constraint states how the additional time 

of  𝑓𝑎,𝑎,𝑏 is added when the first crossover within a link is utilized and is respected only when 

𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 is 1. Similarly, the second constraint describes the relationship between arrival and 

departure at crossovers where trains switch back to their original track.   

𝑑1𝑡,𝑎 ≥ 𝑎1𝑡,𝑎 + 𝑓𝑎,𝑎,𝑏 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 ,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 (24) 

𝑑1𝑡,𝑏 ≥ 𝑎1𝑡,𝑏 + 𝑓𝑏,𝑎,𝑏 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑘𝑡 ,      𝑡 ∈ 𝑇, (𝑎, 𝑏) ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶 (25) 
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5 Computational implementation 

In this chapter, we describe how input data is created, including timetables and other data 

necessary to ensure safe and reliable train operations. The architectural setup when solving the 

optimization model is thereafter presented, before case studies considered in this thesis are 

described. Finally, possible expansions currently under consideration at Bybanen are 

presented.  

5.1 Data description 

Data used in the optimization model is developed in cooperation with Bybanen and consist of 

both variable and fixed characteristics. Variable data is in this thesis defined as incident specific 

data related to incident duration and location. Fixed data on the other hand includes information 

about train services during normal operation, and utilization time of crossovers.  

For normal operations, runtimes between stations are calculated according to speed profiles 

from the operating handbook of Bybanen. These include start – and maximum velocities 

between different sections in the network, as well as exact locations of stations. Thus, runtimes 

can be calculated based on the second kinematic equation (Johnson, 2001, p. 135). 

Δ𝑥 = ( 
𝑣 + 𝑣0

2
) 𝑡  (26) 

where Δ𝑥 is the change in distance between two positions in the network, 𝑣 the maximum 

velocity, 𝑣0 the starting velocity, and 𝑡 time.  

When solving for 𝑡, it is therefore relatively straightforward to calculate runtimes. The accuracy 

of the calculations has been confirmed through comparisons with the operating handbook, 

where runtimes for the second – and third line extensions are included. Operating experts at 

Bybanen has confirmed the accuracy of calculated runtimes. This has been especially crucial 

for the section from Byparken to Nesttun, as runtimes were not calculated in the first building 

phase.  

Most of the crossovers, however, are not included in the speed profiles. Thus, runtimes cannot 

be calculated according to the kinematic equation. That being said, the operating manual 

includes information about locations of crossovers for both inbound and outbound direction. It 

is therefore possible to calculate runtimes from stations to crossovers through the equation of:  
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𝑅𝑡𝑠𝑐 = ( 
𝐷𝑠𝑐

𝐷𝑠
) 𝑅𝑡𝑠 (27)  

where 𝑅𝑡𝑠𝑐 is the runtime and 𝐷𝑠𝑐  the distance from a station to a crossover, while 𝐷𝑠 is the 

distance and 𝑅𝑡𝑠 the runtime between the two stations adjoining a crossover. Thus, runtime is 

calculated based on the percentage distance between stations and crossovers.  

To provide an illustration, distance and runtime between two stations in outbound direction is 

765 meters and 82 seconds respectively. Distance from the first station to the first crossover is 

706 meters, resulting in a runtime of 76 seconds. In order to calculate runtime to the second 

station, 𝑅𝑡𝑠𝑐 is thereafter subtracted from 𝑅𝑡𝑠, resulting in a runtime of 6 seconds. By utilizing 

this method, it is possible to ensure correct placements of crossovers in terms of runtime during 

normal operation.  

With considerations to dwell time and frequencies, calculated runtimes have been used to 

create a timetable. According to the current operation of Bybanen during rush hour, dwell time 

is defined as 20 seconds per station, while frequency between trains is 300 seconds. The 

resulting timetable is presented in Table 6, which illustrates arrival and departure for the first 

two trains operating in outbound and inbound direction respectively. It moreover displays 

arrival and departure for both stations and crossovers, where crossovers range from C0 to C15. 

Since Bybanen normally operates 20 trains to ensure a frequency of 300 seconds, a total of 10 

trains in each direction are included in the optimization model.  

Furthermore, outbound trains arrive at their terminal station at Flesland (FLE) after 2429 

seconds while inbound trains arrive at their terminal station at Byparken (BYP) after 2486 

seconds. Inbound trains therefore have a slightly higher runtime due to characteristics of the 

track and placement of stations. In real-world applications this difference is adjusted with 

respect to headway by regulating dwell time at terminal stations. However, due to the 

assumption of trains terminating at the final stations, these factors are not taken into 

consideration in this thesis. Table 6 shows that most of the crossovers are located in close 

proximity to stations, whereas crossover 0,11 and 12 are located at stations. 
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Table 6, Timetable first two trains 

 

When passing a crossover section during disruption, utilization time depends on whether the 

involved crossovers are manual or automatic. The 16 crossovers are divided in nine manual 

and seven automatic crossovers. For the manual crossovers, train operators have to leave the 

train in order to switch tracks. According to the operating handbook of Bybanen, this takes 49 

Outbound 

station

Arrival 

outbound

Departure  

outbound

Inbound 

station

Arrival 

inbound

Departure 

inbound

BYP 0           20           FLE 0         20           

C0 20         20           KOF 98       118         

C1 52         52           C15 129     129         

NON 68         88           BIR 202     222         

BYS 154       174         C14 252     252         

C2 239       239         KOK 273     293         

NYG 259       279         SAM 347     367         

FLO 345       365         C13 413     413         

C3 441       441         SAV 436     456         

DAP 447       467         C12 555     555         

KRS 541       561         RAS 555     575         

C4 564       564         C11 659     659         

BRS 616       636         LAG 659     679         

C5 691       691         SKJ 751     771         

WER 695       715         MAR 840     860         

SLE 802       822         C10 872     872         

C6 899       899         SKS 907     927         

SLB 916       936         NSS 992     1 012      

C7 1 012    1 012      NST 1 078  1 098      

FAN 1 031    1 051      C9 1 108  1 108      

PAR 1 126    1 146      HOP 1 204  1 224      

C8 1 156    1 156      C8 1 293  1 293      

HOP 1 238    1 258      PAR 1 299  1 319      

C9 1 319    1 319      FAN 1 425  1 445      

NST 1 326    1 346      C7 1 546  1 546      

NSS 1 412    1 432      SLB 1 555  1 575      

SKS 1 501    1 521      C6 1 596  1 596      

C10 1 558    1 558      SLE 1 664  1 684      

MAR 1 565    1 585      WER 1 789  1 809      

SKJ 1 655    1 675      C5 1 815  1 815      

LAG 1 753    1 773      BRS 1 857  1 877      

C11 1 773    1 773      C4 1 941  1 941      

RAS 1 858    1 878      KRS 1 943  1 963      

C12 1 878    1 878      DAP 2 044  2 064      

SAV 1 982    2 002      C3 2 073  2 073      

C13 2 041    2 041      FLO 2 145  2 165      

SAM 2 071    2 091      NYG 2 224  2 244      

KOK 2 145    2 165      C2 2 273  2 273      

C14 2 196    2 196      BYS 2 345  2 365      

BIR 2 220    2 240      NON 2 419  2 439      

C15 2 326    2 326      C1 2 458  2 458      

KOF 2 331    2 351      C0 2 486  2 486      

FLE 2 429    2 449      BYP 2 486  2 506      
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seconds on average, and is used as default in this thesis. The automatic crossovers can on the 

other hand be controlled from inside the train, thereby reducing delay compared to using 

manual crossovers.  

The first crossover located at BYP is both doubled-tracked and automatic, resulting in normal 

runtime when utilizing the crossover. The other crossovers, however, imposes additional delay 

when utilized, due to being single tracked. The four-step process of passing a single-track 

crossover is illustrated in Figure 9, displaying the situation when a train travelling in the 

outbound direction has to switch tracks. Since trains at Bybanen are operated based on line-of-

sight, train operators must always have a clear visual. Thus, removing the possibility of 

reversing. In order to pass the crossover, operators consequently have to walk to the other side 

of the train in step two. From the operator stops the train to having started driving in the correct 

direction, it normally takes 60 seconds. The same process must be repeated in step three where 

the operator must walk to the other side of the train to continue in outbound direction. Finally, 

since the train is operating in correct direction when returning to outbound track in step four, 

eventual additional time relates to whether the crossover is manual or automatic.   

 

Figure 9, Switching tracks 

Table 7 displays the four possible combinations when passing a crossover section. If both 

crossovers are manual, they cause an additional runtime of 218 seconds. Moreover, 169 

seconds are added if one crossover is automatic, while 120 seconds are added if both are 

automatic. Consequently, the location of an incident may heavily impact overall delay, 

depending on the characteristics of the involved crossovers.  This is based on the following two 

reasons. Firstly, as manual crossovers impose a greater delay on the system, the crossovers 

surrounding an incident will have an obvious impact. Secondly, as manual crossovers are more 

time consuming to utilize, fewer trains are likely to pass an incident through the opposite track 

due to headway considerations.  
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Table 7, Runtime for single-track crossovers 

 Second manual crossover Second automatic crossover 

First manual 

crossover first  

218 seconds 169 seconds 

First automatic 

crossover 

169 seconds 120 seconds 

 

Headway for adjacent trains during normal operation equals the desired frequency set by the 

timetable. The minimum headway between two trains travelling in the same direction should 

therefore never be less than 300 seconds during rush hour. The large 𝑀 is defined as 10 000, 

in order for binary relations to be valid also during major disruptions.  

In real-world situations, trains are not allowed to operate on the opposite track for more than a 

short distance following the impracticalities to meeting train operations and passengers. 

Potential crossover links when passing an incident are therefore restricted. This increases the 

possibility of rapidly finding an optimal route, as smaller subsets positively impact computation 

time (Samà et al., 2016). Potential crossover links are determined by the number of stations a 

train passes when operating in the opposite direction. If a link causes a train to pass more than 

three stations, the crossover link cannot be used. This is a reasonable assumption, given the 

inconveniences operating in the opposite direction cause meeting train services, and for 

passengers having to embark on different platforms. Consequently, only the closest and likely 

the most optimal crossover links are evaluated, considerably reducing computation time.  

Three new sets which are used to determine possible crossover links when running the model 

are therefore introduced, presented in Table 8. 𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾 displays stations and crossovers within 

a crossover link by connecting 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆 and 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐶. 𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾 between crossover 1 and 2 in 

Figure 5 therefore include three links consisting of crossover 1 to station 1, station 1 to station 

2 and station 2 to crossover 2.  

Table 8, Sets determining possible crossover links 

𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝐼 Set of tuples 𝑠, 𝑒, 𝑎, 𝑏 such that link 𝑠, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐼 and 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝐼 

𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑂 Set of tuples 𝑠, 𝑒, 𝑎, 𝑏 such that link 𝑠, 𝑒 ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝑂 and 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑆𝐹𝑂 

𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾 Set of tuples (𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝐼 ∪ 𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾𝑂) 
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5.2 Implementation of optimization model 

Figure 10 illustrates the process of solving the optimization model in AMPL, using the CPLEX 

12.9.0 solver and data input from Bybanen. In order to specify variable data, running the model 

and presenting output in one location, the proposed method is centered around the open-source 

programming software of RStudio (RStudio, 2019). Running the model from R is made 

possible through AMPL API, which enables access to AMPL models and solvers, increasing 

stability and speed (AMPL, 2019). The R script used to run and process the optimization model 

is presented in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 10, Dispatcher support system 

Variable data is specified through the simple user interface in Figure 11, displaying an incident 

between WER and SLE in the outbound direction, with corresponding incident occurrence and 

duration. When running the model, variable data can easily be specified by dispatchers and 

other users. In this process, the specified values are assigned as updated parameter values when 

running the optimization model. The R script is furthermore used to iterate over all possible 

crossover links from 𝑅𝐿𝐼𝑁𝐾, returning rescheduled timetables presented as Excel-files. For 

crossover sections with more than one possible crossover link, multiple files are therefore 

created. They are moreover named according to the utilized crossover link and objective 

function value, making it possible to easily determine the optimal rescheduling route in terms 

of safety and delay. In addition to a rescheduled timetable with specific instructions as to how 

trains should operate during disruption, the output also include train graphs and delay 

measurements.  
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Figure 11, Input specification in user interface 

5.3 Case studies 

Since the network varies both in terms of where crossovers are placed and density of stations, 

delay is likely to vary depending on where an incident occurs. In order to display the versatility 

of the model, three different case studies are considered, illustrated in Figure 12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12, Case studies - incident 1-3 

The first case study displays an incident occurring in the outbound direction between C2 and 

NYG, close to the city center. The area is characterized by large density of stations with few 

possibilities of passing the incident. In fact, there is only one possible crossover section 

consisting of three or fewer stations, where both crossovers are manual. There are, however, 

short runtimes between stations and crossovers, which increases the possibility of respecting 

headway considerations.  

In the second case study, the incident occurs between WER and SLE in the outbound direction. 

It differs from the previous case as crossover links from C4-C6, C5-C6, and C5-C7 are 

possible, and that automatic crossovers can be utilized. An interesting question is whether it 

will be beneficial, in terms of minimizing delay, to choose a longer crossover section to reduce 
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utilization time of crossovers. The situation might occur as C5 to C7 both consists of automatic 

crossovers, considerably reducing switching time. Finally, the third case study illustrates an 

incident between SKJ and MAR in inbound direction. The incident differs from the previous 

cases as it occurs on inbound track and because of lower density of stations. Moreover, only 

one crossover link can be used to pass the incident, consisting of both automatic and manual 

crossovers.  

How incidents are handled greatly depends on incident duration. To demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the model, three different incident durations are consequently explored, 

ranging from minor to major incidents. In the proposed model, one day of train service consists 

of 5206 seconds. To ensure that trains in both directions are affected by an incident, incidence 

occurrence is defined to start one third into the day. Thus, an incident starts after 1735 seconds 

(5206*1/3) and is defined as incident occurrence for all case studies evaluated in this thesis. 

For a major disruption, the incident lasts until the end of day at 5206 seconds, which entails a 

duration of 67%. A medium disruption is defined to last 30% of the day, until 3229 seconds. 

Finally, a minor disruption lasts 10% of the day, until 2256 seconds. All case studies use a 

fixed frequency of 300 seconds in order to display an incident situation during rush hour.   

The case studies used for numerical analyses are summarized in Table 9.  

Table 9, Case studies used for numerical analyses 

 Case study 1 Case study 2 Case study 3 

Start of incident section C2 WER SKJ 

End of incident section NYG SLE MAR 

Direction of incident Outbound Outbound Inbound 

Incident occurrence 1735  1735  1735  

Incident recovery, minor disruption 2256  2256  2256  

Incident recovery, medium disruption 3229  3229 3229 

Incident recovery, major disruption 5206  5206 5206 

 

5.4 What-if cases 

In addition to contributing to better decision-making during real-time train operations, an 

efficient optimization model can increase knowledge by estimating the impact of changes to 

the network. This includes both changes in the general infrastructure and more specific train 
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operation characteristics such as frequency and headways. By utilizing this information, 

critical aspects of the network can be estimated, working as a foundation for discussion of 

future developments of the network. In this section, three possible network changes currently 

under consideration by Bybanen is therefore presented. 

Finally, an alternative objective function which minimizes the sum of delay at the final 

stations is presented. This is done in order to compare previous literature (Pellegrini et al., 

2015; Xu et al., 2016) to the results obtained from the proposed optimization model. During 

the comparative analyses for both network and model changes, we define an incident to occur 

and recover according to a major disruption. 

5.4.1 Changes in frequency 

By evaluating differences in punctuality and train interactions at different frequencies, it is 

possible to determine the robustness of the proposed model. Since Bybanen is planning to 

increase frequency in the future, the effect of increasing frequency to four minutes is 

consequently evaluated. This requires that additionally four trains are put to use, two in each 

direction, and that minimum headway is reduced to 240 seconds. The effect of reducing 

frequency to six minutes by removing two trains in each direction and increasing headway to 

360 seconds is also evaluated. Following the changes in rolling stock, it is necessary to 

determine new incident time frames as length of day changes. These are calculated according 

to the same methodology as the numerical case studies. The resulting incident occurrence and 

duration for four – and six minutes frequencies are 1715-5146 seconds and 1675-5026 seconds, 

respectively. 

5.4.2 Implementation of automatic – and doubled tracked crossovers 

In the numerical case studies, at least one of the crossovers with closest proximity to the 

incident section are manual. This involves that operators have to leave the train in order to 

switch tracks. As this causes increased delay and extra efforts from operators, introducing 

automatic crossovers can be useful to ensure safe train operations and reduced delay. With an 

ambition of autonomous train operations within ten years (Mæland, 2019), automatic 

crossovers have to be in place. The effect of changing the involved crossover sections from 

manual to automatic is therefore evaluated. 

Even with automatic crossover, operators still have a central role when changing tracks as 

Bybanen only have one double-tracked crossover. In order for trains to be operated centrally, 

a minimum requirement is therefore to introduce more double-tracked crossovers. Extending 
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the infrastructure in terms of extra tracks induces additional costs as capital cost per kilometer 

for light rail systems is quite significant (UITP, 2016). However, if double-tracked crossovers 

prove to considerably improve train services, it may be argued for the development of new 

tracks both in the current network and in future line extensions. In the third what-if case, the 

analysis of automatic crossovers is therefore extended to also be double-tracked.  

Consequently, reducing utilization time of crossovers to zero.  

5.4.3 Comparison of objective functions 

In order to compare the objective function presented in this thesis with previous literature, an 

alternative objective function similar to Xu et al. (2016) is formulated, where sum of delay is 

minimized at the final stations. This is done in order to demonstrate how train interactions 

differ depending on where delay is minimized. The alternative objective function is presented 

in (28), where parameter 𝑛 defines the number of stations in the network.  

∑ ( 𝑎1𝑡,𝑛 − 𝑎𝑡,𝑛)

𝑡 ∈O 

+ ∑( 𝑎1𝑡,1 −  𝑎𝑡,1)

𝑡 ∈ I 

(28) 
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6 Numerical results 

In this chapter, results from the case studies are presented with main focus on how safety 

regulations are handled. Moreover, how delay varies depending on when and where incidents 

occur is presented. The numerical analyses are presented according to size, ranging from minor 

to major disruptions. Finally, results from the what-if cases are presented as the second part of 

this chapter.  

6.1 Analyses of minor disruptions 

For dispatchers running the model, it is crucial that the optimal solution provides information 

about how trains interact during disruption. This includes information about how trains are 

affected by an incident, not only when using crossovers, but also when waiting for incident 

recovery. It is consequently crucial to know when and where trains arrive and depart at different 

sections throughout the network. This can be used to inform passengers about expected delay. 

In order to demonstrate that safety regulations are met, the rescheduled timetables are 

visualized through train graphs for every disruption. For each disruption type, one case study 

is presented through train graphs while the remaining are presented through numerical values.   

6.1.1 Case study: SKJ - MAR 

Figure 13 displays the rescheduled timetable during a minor disruption at inbound track 

between SKJ and MAR, where red and green colors respectively illustrate train services in 

inbound and outbound direction. Track blockage is illustrated by the blue rectangle between 

SKJ and MAR, occurring at 1735 seconds and recovering at 2256 seconds. When describing 

train graphs for specific inbound and outbound trains, inbound trains range from I1 to I10, 

while outbound trains range from O1 to O10.   

The figure illustrates that trains arriving before incident occurrence operate according to 

schedule. Delay is minimized when later arriving inbound trains wait until incident recovery, 

while outbound trains operate according to plan. Thus, crossovers are not in use. This is clearly 

displayed where I4 waits between C11 and LAG until track blockage is recovered. Later 

arriving inbound trains are consequently delayed from LAG in order to respect headway 

considerations for adjacent trains. The figure indicates a short distance between waiting 

inbound trains at C11 and LAG. Despite this, the restriction where only one train can be in the 

same section is respected as RAS-C11 and C11-LAG are two separate links. This is true even 

if there is only a short distance between C11 and LAG.  
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Figure 13, Rescheduled timetable SKJ-MAR 

For the situation between SKJ and MAR during minor disruption, there are two closely 

connected effects contributing to delay. The first effect relates to I4 waiting until incident 

recovery, causing 10:05 minutes delay for passengers arriving between SKJ and BYP. The 

second effect is caused by respecting headway considerations for adjacent trains, where 

remaining inbound trains experience the same delay as I4 from SKJ to BYP. I5-I10 are in 

addition 06:37 minutes delayed at LAG due to restrictions of only one train at the same section 

simultaneously.  

Maximum delay for passengers in inbound direction is consequently 10:05 minutes and is 

summarized with overall punctuality in Table 10. Punctuality is calculated by dividing the 

objective function value with scheduled arrival. Bybanen punctuality is moreover calculated 

with a margin of 3:00 minutes in order to reflect their current definition of punctuality. Table 

10 states a perfect punctuality for outbound passengers, while inbound passengers arrive 

according to schedule with Bybanen punctuality of almost 92%. Absolute punctuality is in 

contrast 88%. It is important to remark that even if inbound trains do not arrive according to 

schedule, most passengers travelling from FLE to LAG and from SKJ to BYP will experience 

a nearly normal frequency. Passengers who experience abnormal frequencies and delays are 

largely those who have to pass the incident area, and passengers waiting for I4 to arrive from 
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SKJ to BYP. Passengers travelling with I5-I10 from SKJ will in contrast experience normal 

frequencies.   

Table 10, Punctuality and maximum delay during minor disruption, SKJ -MAR 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 100 % 91.57 % 95.68 % 

Absolute punctuality 100 %  87.93 % 93.81 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

0:00 minutes 10:05 minutes 

 

10:05 minutes 

 

 

6.1.2 Case study: C2-NYG 

By contrast to the incident between SKJ and MAR, a minor disruption between C2 and NYG 

causes one train to use crossovers. The resulting train graph demonstrates that O6 utilizes C2 

and C3 to pass the incident, while incoming inbound trains are only slightly affected by 

switching procedures. This occurs as the incident section is located far from the origin station 

of inbound trains, such that I1 only has to adjust runtime with a few minutes for O6 to pass the 

incident. The train graph further shows that O7 waits until disruption is recovered. The 

crossover effect caused by O6 switching tracks at C2 produces a delay of 2:49 minutes for 

passengers arriving at NYG and FLO. The delay further increases after returning to outbound 

track at C3, such that passengers arriving between DAP and FLE experience a delay of 3:38 

minutes.  

O7 on the other hand, is 3:37 minutes delayed at NYG while waiting for incident recovery. 

Delay is further adjusted to 3:38 minutes from DAP to respect headway for adjacent trains. 

Passengers travelling with later arriving outbound trains experience the same delay following 

headway effects. Finally, I1 adjusts runtime in order to ensure safe train operations when O6 

switches tracks and passengers experience a delay of 3:07 minutes from BYS to BYP. The 

same is true for later arriving inbound trains where runtime is adjusted to respect adjacent 

headway. 

Maximum delay and punctuality are presented in Table 11, displaying high punctuality for both 

outbound and inbound trains. The results show that maximum delay is just slightly higher than 

3:00 minutes. Thus, based on Bybanen punctuality almost all trains arrive according to 

schedule. 
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Table 11, Punctuality and maximum delay during minor disruption, C2-NYG 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 99.35% 99.95 % 99.65 % 

Absolute punctuality 96.22 %  98.66 % 97.45 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

3:38 minutes 03:07 minutes 3:38 minutes 

 

6.1.3 Case study: WER-SLE 

Similar to SKJ-MAR, crossovers are not in use when a minor disruption occurs between WER 

and SLE. Delay is minimized when outbound trains wait until the track blockage is recovered. 

The situation arises as O4 passes the incident section shortly before incident occurrence, and 

because O5 arrive almost halfway through disruption. Thus, O5 does not experience major 

delays by waiting. Incident occurrence and location results in several inbound trains being 

located in the incident section. Consequently, creating difficulties of respecting headway for 

meeting trains without considerably adjusting runtime.  

When O6 waits for disruption to be recovered it results in 06:01 minutes delay for passengers 

arriving between WER and FLE. Due to headway effects for adjacent trains, passengers of later 

arriving outbound trains therefore experience identical delays. The resulting punctuality is 

presented in Table 12, where the perfect punctuality of inbound trains is achieved at the expense 

of outbound trains. Despite this, outbound punctuality is high even when some trains 

experience a delay of 06:01 minutes.  

Table 12, Punctuality and maximum delay during minor disruption, WER-SLE 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 97.01% 100 % 98.51 % 

Absolute punctuality 94.03 %  100 % 97.04 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

6:01 minutes 0:00 minutes 6:01 minutes 

 

For all case studies the computation time of solving the optimization model is averagely two 

seconds per crossover link. When solving for the most comprehensive incident section between 

WER and SLE, the optimal solutions are therefore presented in six seconds.  
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6.2 Analyses of medium disruptions  

6.2.1 Case study: C2-NYG 

Figure 14 illustrates the rescheduled timetable when track blockage occurs at outbound track 

between C2 and NYG at 1735 seconds and recovers at 3229 seconds. The figure shows that 

O6 and O7 passes blockage through C2 and C3, while later arriving outbound trains wait until 

disruption is recovered. It shows that I1 adjusts runtime between DAP and C3 to respect safety 

headways for meeting trains. This is clearly illustrated by the figure, as O6 and O7 arrive at C3 

before inbound trains, ensuring safe train operations. In this process, inbound trains wait 

between DAP and C3. 

 

Figure 14, Medium disruption between C2 and NYG 

The train interactions illustrated in Figure 14 contribute to crossover effects, headway effects 

for meeting trains, and headway effects for adjacent trains. When switching tracks, passengers 

travelling with O6 experience a delay of 2:49 minutes at NYG and 3:38 minutes from DAP to 

FLE. The succeeding outbound train is 5:38 minutes delayed at NYG and 6:27 minutes from 

DAP to FLE. This occurs as O7 has to respect both headway for adjacent trains at C2, and 

utilization time of crossovers. Thus, delay caused by the headway effect is 2:49 minutes. 

Passengers travelling with O8-O10 are in addition 14:50 minutes delayed from NYG to FLE.  

Headway effects for meeting trains contribute to 10:56 minutes delay for all inbound 

passengers travelling from FLO to BYP. I2 is delayed by 06:25 minutes at DAP, while I3-I10 
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are 03:06 minutes delayed at KRS. The resulting punctuality in Table 13 illustrates that 

increased blockage duration decreases punctuality compared to minor disruption. However, 

punctuality is still high with more than 94% absolute punctuality for inbound trains and 88% 

for outbound trains.  

Table 13, Punctuality and maximum delay during medium disruption, C2-NYG 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 91.57 % 96.33 % 93.97 % 

Absolute punctuality 88.36 %  94.61 % 91.51 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

14:50 minutes 10:56 minutes 14:50 minutes 

 

6.2.2 Case study: WER-SLE  

Despite increased blockage duration between WER and SLE, overall delay is still minimized 

when outbound trains are waiting until incident recovery. Passengers travelling in outbound 

direction therefore experience a noteworthy increase of delay compared to minor disruption. 

Following a wait time of 22:14 minutes for O6, all succeeding outbound trains will experience 

the same delay from WER to FLE. Passengers travelling with later arriving outbound trains 

will in addition experience delay at earlier stations, and O10 is delayed already at DAP. This 

occurs following headway effects and restrictions of the number of trains that can wait in the 

same section.   

The resulting punctuality is presented in Table 14, where absolute punctuality of outbound 

trains is reduced from 94% during minor disruption to 77% during medium disruption. 

Maximum delay has also increased considerably.  

Table 14, Punctuality and maximum delay during medium disruption, WER-SLE  

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 80.52 % 100 % 90.33 % 

Absolute punctuality 77.37 %  100 % 88.77 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

22:14 minutes 00:00 minutes 22:14 minutes 
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6.2.3 Case study: SKJ-MAR  

In contrast to a minor disruption between SKJ and MAR, a medium disruption causes I4 to 

switch tracks. This is done through C11 and C10, while O1 correspondingly adjusts runtime to 

ensure safe train operations. Later arriving outbound trains experience similar runtime 

adjustments when respecting headway for adjacent trains. In order to respect meeting train 

operations, I5-I10 wait until disruption is recovered, causing delay for passengers arriving 

between SKJ and BYP.  

Due to C11 being automatic, crossover effect for I4 is only 2:49 minutes in total. This is divided 

in 2:00 minutes delay from LAG to MAR and an additional 0:49 minutes from SKS to BYP. 

I5 is further 21:18 minutes delayed at SKJ after waiting for incident recovery. Following 

headway effects, later arriving inbound trains are equally delayed. I6-I10 are in addition 

delayed at earlier stations, and I10 experiences delays already at SAV. Outbound trains are on 

the other hand 08:09 minutes delayed from MAR to FLE, while O2-O10 also experience minor 

delays at earlier stations. Maximum delay and corresponding punctuality are presented in Table 

15, indicating a doubling of maximum delay compared to the minor disruption. Absolute 

punctuality is, however, still more than 85% when measured for all trains.  

Table 15, Punctuality and maximum delay during medium disruption, SKJ-MAR  

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 95.42% 81.31 % 88.31 % 

Absolute punctuality 92.54 %  77.68 % 85.05 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

08:09 minutes 21:18 minutes 21:18 minutes 

 

6.3 Analyses of major disruptions 

6.3.1 Case study: WER-SLE 

Figure 15 illustrates a major disruption at the outbound track between WER and SLE, occurring 

at 1735 seconds and recovering at 5206 seconds. The train graph indicates that the 

consequences of blockage are considerably more severe than for previous cases. During 

blockage, the optimal solution states that O5-O7 change tracks between C5 and C6, while 

remaining outbound trains wait until incident recovery. The optimal solution indicates that even 
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if C4 and C6 both are automatic, delay is minimized when operating through the crossover 

section of the nearest proximity to the incident. When O5-O7 utilize the opposite track, inbound 

trains correspondingly have to wait in order to respect headway considerations.  

 

Figure 15, Major disruption between WER and SLE 

Outbound trains operating on inbound track are delayed according to the crossover effect 

induced by utilizing crossovers. O5 is therefore 2:00 minutes delayed at WER and 2:49 minutes 

delayed from SLB to FLE. Delay further increases by 2:00 minutes for every train using 

crossovers following headway effects, and O7 is 06:49 minutes delayed from SLB to FLE.  

Later arriving outbound trains are, however, considerably more delayed as O8 waits 40:11 

minutes at WER. O9 and O10 are in addition delayed at earlier stations. All inbound trains are 

26:56 minutes delayed from SLE to BYP as I1 waits until O6-O8 have passed the incident. 

Later arriving inbound trains are also delayed at earlier stations, and I8-I10 have delays already 

from HOP.  

The major disruption causes large delays for all passengers arriving after incident occurrence, 

where punctuality and maximum delay are presented in Table 16. The table states that absolute 

punctuality is reduced from almost 89% at medium disruption to 75 % during major disruption, 

and maximum delay has doubled. Maintaining a steady frequency is challenged to a higher 

degree compared to less comprehensive disruptions where passengers travelling with O7-O10 
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experience considerable delay. O1-O6 and inbound trains by contrast, experience a more 

normal frequency. 

Table 16, Punctuality and maximum delay during major disruption, WER-SLE 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 80.39 % 76.79 % 78.57 % 

Absolute punctuality 77.38 %  73.55 % 75.45 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

40:11 minutes 26:56 minutes 40:11 minutes 

 

6.3.2 Case study: C2-NYG  

Compared to the medium disruption between C2 and NYG, a major disruption causes 

additionally two trains to switch tracks. Thus, four trains in total utilize crossovers to pass the 

incident. Following the same analogy as in previous cases, manual crossovers induce 3:38 

minutes delay from DAP to FLE, whereas headway effects result in additionally 2:49 minutes 

delay between each train at C2. As the final train to use crossovers, O9 is therefore 12:05 

minutes delayed from DAP. In order to ensure safe train operation when O6-O9 operate on 

inbound track, meeting operations wait before C3, resulting in 26:34 minutes delay from FLO. 

Furthermore, O10 waits until disruption is recovered, causing passengers travelling from DAP 

to FLE a delay of 37:47 minutes.  

Table 17 demonstrates that absolute punctuality is still high, and equally distributed between 

outbound and inbound trains. A longer disruption has consequently caused less impact on 

punctuality than for WER-SLE. However, maximum delay has increased considerably 

compared to minor and medium disruptions, and both outbound and inbound trains experience 

significant delays.    

Table 17, Punctuality and maximum delay during major disruption, C2-NYG  

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 88.56 % 86.98 % 87.76 % 

Absolute punctuality 85.36 %  85.06 % 85.21 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

37:47 minutes 26:34 minutes 37:47 minutes 
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6.3.3 Case study: SKJ-MAR  

Similar to the other case studies, a major disruption between SKJ and MAR causes several 

trains to use crossovers. During blockage, I4-I7 operate on outbound track through C11 and 

C10. Based on the analogy for medium disruptions, trains utilizing crossovers causes 2:49 

minutes delay for passengers from SKS to BYP. In addition, headway effects increase delay 

by 2:00 minutes at SKS for every train that utilizes crossovers. In order to respect headway 

considerations for meeting train operations, outbound trains wait 29:10 minutes at LAG for 

inbound trains to safely switch tracks.  

I7-I10 on the other hand wait between C11 and LAG until blockage is recovered. The results 

show a delay of 39:15 minutes for passengers travelling between SKS and BYP. I9 and I10 are 

in addition considerably delayed at RAS and LAG, while I10 is marginally delayed already 

from SAV. The resulting punctuality is presented in Table 18, displaying an absolute 

punctuality of 73%. Outbound trains are punctual less than 70% of the time, while inbound 

trains experience the longest delay. Major disruptions between SKJ and MAR result in 

considerable challenges in terms of upholding a desired service level.  

Table 18, Punctuality and maximum delay during major disruption, SKJ-MAR 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Bybanen punctuality 73.01 % 79.65 % 76.36 % 

Absolute punctuality 69.60 %  76.01 % 72.83 % 

Maximum delay 

measured at station 

29:10 minutes 39:15 minutes 39:15 minutes 

 

6.4 Analyses of what-if cases 

6.4.1 Sensitivity of frequency changes  

Figure 16 illustrates how absolute punctuality varies during major disruptions at different 

frequencies. The figure shows that punctuality is relatively stable for all frequencies, although 

slightly higher when fewer trains are in the system. In addition, higher frequencies cause 

decreased punctuality compared to base case, except for C2-NYG where punctuality increases.  
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Figure 16, Absolute punctuality at different frequencies 

Differences in punctuality are results of timing and mode of train operations at incident 

sections. The resulting train graphs for different frequencies show that punctuality increases 

with lower frequencies due to fewer directly affected trains waiting for incident recovery. As 

maximum delay in the base cases were all caused by waiting trains, fewer trains therefore 

increase overall punctuality. Increased rolling stock similarly produces decreased punctuality 

for WER-SLE and SKJ-MAR. 

In contrast, waiting trains for C2-NYG are identical during the two most frequent train services. 

However, there are more trains operating according to schedule at four minutes frequencies, 

due to one additional train passing before incident occurrence. The resulting punctuality is 

therefore higher. The results also show that changing frequencies only impact utilization rate 

of crossovers for SKJ-MAR and WER-SLE. For the case study between SKJ-MAR, crossovers 

are used less at frequencies of six minutes, while identical with base case at four minutes. 

WER-SLE, on the other hand, experience the same utilization rate of crossovers during five – 

and six minutes frequencies. During higher frequencies, one additional train utilizes crossovers.  

All things considered, changes in frequency only slightly influence how train services are 

operated during disruptions. The case studies indicate that reducing density of trains cause 

fewer conflicts and increase overall punctuality.   

6.4.2 Implementation of automatic crossovers 

By introducing automatic crossovers utilization time of crossovers is reduced by 98 seconds 

for C2-NYG, and 49 seconds for the remaining case studies. This is explained by the fact that 
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both crossovers surrounding C2-NYG are manual, while WER-SLE and SKJ-MAR both are 

surrounded by one automatic crossover. The explicit effect of introducing automatic crossovers 

is consequently larger for the first case study.   

The resulting timetable of C2-NYG is presented in Figure 17 and illustrates reduced delay for 

outbound trains. This occurs as automatic crossovers causes O10 to switch tracks instead of 

waiting for incident recovery.  

 

Figure 17, Train graph for automatic crossovers, C2-NYG 

Maximum delay for outbound trains is reduced from 37:47 minutes to 10:00 minutes. Inbound 

passengers are by contrast more delayed following increased wait time at C3. The resulting 

maximum delay is therefore increased from 26:34 to 29:29 minutes. Despite this, absolute 

punctuality is considerably improved compared to base case, as the overall effect of delay 

reduction for outbound trains is larger than the increase for inbound trains. Corresponding 

punctuality is presented in Table 19, showing an overall punctuality of more than 88% when 

utilizing automatic crossovers. 

Table 19, Absolute punctuality for automatic crossovers, C2-NYG 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Automatic crossovers 93.71 % 83.10 % 88.36 % 

Base case 85.36 %  85.06 % 85.21 % 
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In contrast to C2-NYG, introducing automatic crossovers for the other case studies have no 

impact on the number of trains switching tracks. The overall effect on punctuality is marginal, 

following the reduction of 49 seconds when utilizing crossovers and corresponding headway 

effects. Absolute punctuality for the two case studies are presented in Table 20 and 21, 

displaying an increase in overall punctuality of less than one percent.  

Table 20, Absolute punctuality for automatic crossovers, SKJ-MAR 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Automatic crossovers 70.54 % 76.49 % 73.54 % 

Base case 69.60 %  76.01 % 72.83 % 

 

Table 21, Absolute punctuality for automatic crossovers, WER-SLE 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Automatic crossovers 77.74 % 74.43 % 76.07 % 

Base case 77.38 %  73.55 % 75.45 % 

 

6.4.3 Implementation of double-tracked crossovers  

Since utilization time of crossovers is zero when double-tracked, automatic crossovers are in 

use, delay caused by disruptions only consist of headway effects for adjacent and meeting train 

operations. Figure 18 illustrates the rescheduled timetable when automatic, double-tracked 

crossovers are used to pass an incident between SKJ and MAR. By comparison to base case, 

two additional trains utilize crossovers, resulting in considerable delay reduction. This is 

clearly indicated by the figure where six trains change tracks, and only I10 have to wait for 

incident recovery. Outbound trains correspondingly experience increased delay, although only 

marginally compared to the improvements of inbound trains.  
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Figure 18, Rescheduled timetable when double-tracked crossovers, SKJ-MAR 

Maximum delay has increased to 30:21 minutes for outbound trains as compared to 29:10 

minutes in base case. For inbound trains, on the other hand, maximum delay is reduced from 

39:15 to 29:15 minutes. The resulting absolute punctuality is presented in Table 22, displaying 

a considerable improvement in overall punctuality. By introducing double-tracked crossovers, 

inbound trains accomplish a punctuality of 95% compared to 76% in base case. Outbound trains 

experience a reduced punctuality due to increased wait time. Since wait time for outbound 

trains only marginally increases, overall punctuality is improved from 73% to 82%.   

Table 22, Absolute punctuality for double-tracked automatic crossovers, SKJ-MAR 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Double crossovers 68.24 % 95.12 % 81.79 % 

Base case 69.60 %  76.01 % 72.83 % 

 

The rescheduled timetable for WER-SLE produces similar results to SKJ-MAR, as two 

additional trains switch tracks and only one train waits until incident recovery. Changes in train 

operations decrease maximum delay for outbound trains while slightly increasing for inbound 

trains. The corresponding punctuality is presented in Table 23, showing the same trends as for 

SKJ-MAR. Trains that are switching tracks considerably increase punctuality, while meeting 
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operations perform worse. The effect on overall punctuality is therefore positive, improving 

from 75% in base case to 82% when double-tracked crossovers are used.  

Table 23, Absolute punctuality for double-tracked automatic crossovers, WER-SLE 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Double crossovers 94.97 % 70.11 % 82.45 % 

Base case 77.38 %  73.55 % 75.45 % 

 

Finally, the case study between C2-NYG displays the same train operation effects as for the 

introduction of automatic crossovers. Thus, the final outbound train utilizes crossovers instead 

of waiting. However, double-tracked crossovers considerably improve punctuality for both 

outbound and inbound trains. In the rescheduled timetable, outbound trains achieve a perfect 

punctuality as automatic, double-tracked crossovers allow runtimes according to normal 

operation. Inbound trains, on the other hand, experience additional delay when waiting for 

outbound trains to pass. Compared to base case, maximum delay for inbound trains are reduced 

from 26:34 to 19:29 minutes. The overall punctuality therefore shows a considerable 

improvement, increasing from 85% to 95%.  

Table 24, Absolute punctuality for double-tracked automatic crossovers, C2-NYG 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Double crossovers 100 % 89.54 % 94.73 % 

Base case 85.36 %  85.06 % 85.21 % 

 

Overall, introducing double-tracked crossovers therefore have significant impact for all case 

studies, not only in terms of improved punctuality, but also in terms of ensuring safe train 

operations. 

6.4.4 Comparison of objective functions 

When minimizing delay for the final stations, the resulting train graphs illustrate that unaffected 

trains are prioritized at the expense of affected trains. As an example, Figure 19 displays train 

operations during major disruption between C2 and NYG when the alternative objective 

function is used. The figure shows that inbound trains operate almost according to plan, while 

the majority of outbound trains wait. By comparison, only one outbound train had to wait in 

base case.  
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Figure 19, Train graph C2-NYG with alternative objective function 

The resulting absolute punctuality is presented in Table 25, divided in base case and the 

alternative objective function. Since the objective functions differ in terms of where delay is 

minimized, direct comparison of overall punctuality is inaccurate. It is therefore more 

interesting to analyze distribution of punctuality between outbound and inbound trains. As 

shown in Table 25, punctuality is considerably skewed towards inbound trains when 

minimizing delay at final stations. In fact, only 66% of outbound trains arrive according to 

schedule. When minimizing delay at all stations, there is almost an equal distributed punctuality 

for passengers in both directions.  

Table 25, Absolute punctuality for alternative objective function, C2-NYG 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Base case all stations 85.36 %  85.06 % 85.21 % 

Alternative final stations 65.90 % 95.13 % 80.62 % 

 

Moreover, the alternative objective function causes all outbound trains to wait when a major 

disruption occurs between WER and SLE. This differs from base case where three outbound 

trains were allowed to use crossovers. The corresponding increase of maximum delay for 

outbound trains is therefore considerable, from 40:11 to 55:11 minutes. Inbound trains on the 

other hand, operate according to schedule. In the case study between SKJ and MAR, two 
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additional trains have to wait instead of utilizing crossovers. Maximum delay consequently 

increases from 39:15 to 49:15 minutes for inbound passengers, while outbound passengers 

experience less delay. The corresponding punctualities are presented in Table 26-27, indicating 

the same trend as for C2-NYG. Thus, by utilizing the alternative objective function, punctuality 

is skewed towards unaffected trains. This is especially true for WER-SLE where outbound 

trains experience low punctuality at the expense of perfect punctuality for inbound trains. SKJ-

MAR on the other hand, show a more equal distribution of delay, although noticeably more 

unbalanced than base case.  

In general, the alternative objective function contributes to more unbalanced train services in 

comparison to minimizing delay at all stations.   

Table 26, Absolute punctuality for alternative objective functions, WER-SLE 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Base case all stations 77.38 %  73.55 % 75.45 % 

Alternative final station 47.43 % 100 % 73.91 % 

 

Table 27, Absolute punctuality for alternative objective function, SKJ-MAR 

 Outbound trains Inbound trains All trains 

Base case all stations 69.60 %  76.01 % 72.83 % 

Alternative final station 75.93 % 60.29 % 68.05 % 
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7 Discussion  

In this chapter, the implications of our findings and how the optimization model performs in 

terms of safety and punctuality are discussed. Moreover, we discuss how the model performs 

compared to existing literature. Potential sources of error related to the assumptions made in 

this thesis are thereafter discussed. Finally, possible practical implications of the model as part 

of a real-time dispatcher support system is presented.  

7.1 Implications from numerical analyses 

In the numerical analyses, we studied three incidents located at different sections in the light 

rail system. This was done in order to evaluate how delay and train interactions vary depending 

on the location and timeframe of an incident. Results were furthermore presented in train 

graphs and corresponding performance indicators. Case studies for minor disruptions indicated 

that delay was minimized when few trains utilized crossovers, which can be explained by 

incident duration. When the expected incident duration is short, utilizing crossovers seem to 

do more harm than good as crossover operations cause additional delays following both 

crossover – and headway effects. This is illustrated by a punctuality of more than 93% in all 

case studies even when affected train services had to wait.  

In the case study where crossovers were utilized, meeting operations had barely reached the 

incident section. Thus, crossover operations could easily be performed without inflicting major 

delays. It is therefore likely that crossovers would have been omitted if the incident occurred 

later in the day. That being said, as the case study is characterized by short runtimes between 

stations and crossovers, respecting headways for meeting operations is easier compared to the 

other case studies. This is true even if the crossover section in question include manual 

crossovers.  

Consistent with existing research (Chang et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2016), increased incident 

duration caused larger delays for all case studies due to an increased number of affected trains. 

In contrast to traditional urban rail systems where operational flexibility is limited to adjusting 

run – and dwell times (Gao et al., 2017), our proposed model created increased flexibility as 

crossovers were used to minimize delay. This was demonstrated during medium disruptions 

where additional trains, compared to minor disruptions, utilized crossovers to pass the incident. 

Thus, train services were improved in terms of punctuality when using crossovers. Our findings 

indicated that incident location impacts prioritization of train operations. To provide an 
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illustration, even with several automatic crossovers surrounding the section WER-SLE, the 

optimal solution proposed that affected trains should wait until incident recovery. This can be 

explained by operating time between links in the crossover section, and the timeframe when 

conflicting train operations arrive at the start of the section. This information is highly relevant 

for dispatchers not only when planning where crossovers should be located, but also during 

real-time instances. By apprehending information about handling of critical sections, the light 

rail system might be improved in the future.   

The analyses of major disruptions further demonstrated a correlation between delay and 

disruption length. The findings also showed that even during severe track blockage, utilization 

of crossovers can efficiently reschedule train operations. This was indicated by train graphs 

displaying safe train interactions, as well as obtaining a reasonable punctuality of more than 

72% in the most affected case study. Similar to optimization models for other railway systems 

(Gao et al., 2017; Samà et al., 2017), the presented optimization model provided conflict-free 

timetables during disruption while minimizing delay.  

In contrast to previous research (Pellegrini et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2016), we minimized delay 

at all stations to ensure more balanced train services in terms of punctuality. The resulting 

punctuality demonstrated a relatively proportionate distribution for all case studies, with the 

largest difference between outbound and inbound trains being 7% during major disruption. The 

applicability of the proposed objective function was determined through comparison to an 

alternative objective function where delay is minimized at final stations, similar to Xu et al. 

(2016). The results indicated that when minimizing delay at all stations, punctuality was more 

evenly distributed between outbound and inbound passengers.  

For the case study between C2-NYG there was a skewness of punctuality by almost 30 % with 

the alternative objective function, and less than one percent when minimizing for all stations. 

Additionally, all case studies demonstrated that fewer trains changed tracks with the alternative 

objective function. In order to force a more balanced train service, both Xu et al. (2016) and 

Pellegrini et al. (2015) introduced weighting of train operations, either in the objective function 

(Pellegrini et al., 2015) or as an additional constraint (Xu et al., 2016). In light of this, 

minimizing delay at all stations seems preferable as it provides an evenly distributed train 

service while avoiding unnecessary restrictions when exploring the optimal rescheduling route.   

Even with high overall punctuality, the optimal solutions have potential for improvement as 

several passengers experienced considerable delay. In real-world operations it is nearly 
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impossible to avoid that passengers are delayed during extensive track blockages. That being 

said, the presented what-if cases demonstrated several possibilities to improve rescheduling of 

train operations. Similar to Xu et al. (2016), our analyses showed that delay decreased with 

lower frequencies. This occurred as fewer trains and longer headways made it easier to respect 

safety considerations, thereby decreasing headway effects for meeting operations.  

Moreover, the analyses indicated that reducing train frequency from five to four minutes only 

marginally impacted overall punctuality. This can be explained by the fact that reducing 

minimum headway correspondingly reduces delay caused by headway effects. The extra delay 

due to an increased number of waiting trains was almost compensated by reduced headway 

effects. Following this analogy, a possible dispatcher solution during disruption could involve 

reduction of the required headway while maintaining the same rolling stock. Consequently, 

shorter distances between trains would be allowed, reducing delay caused by headway effects 

in both directions.  

The what-if cases indicated that introducing automatic crossovers only was effective when both 

crossovers surrounding an incident section were manual beforehand. According to this, the 

cost-benefit of implementing automatic crossovers in itself might not have a positive effect. 

The findings suggest that further expanding the model to include double-tracked crossovers 

can significantly improve train operations. These results are caused by considerable delay 

reduction following crossover effects, where affected trains safely can switch tracks without 

causing large disturbances to the system. This was clearly illustrated by punctuality 

improvements ranging from 7-9%, as well as significant reduction of maximum delay for all 

case studies. 

As opposed to the short-turning strategy presented by Chang et al. (2019), double-tracked 

crossovers would produce larger improvements for our proposed model, as a short-turning 

strategy implies that train operators have to change driving direction. At Bybanen, this process 

currently takes 60 seconds. Thus, as the proposed solution entails driving in the designated 

direction, introducing double-tracked crossovers would reduce operating time by 60 seconds 

compared to the current dispatcher method of Bybanen.  

In light of our findings it might therefore be beneficial to increase the number of double-tracked 

crossovers both in the current system and future line extensions. However, as capital cost per 

kilometer of track is relatively high (UITP, 2016), and Bybanen is already an expensive project 

(Norwegian Government, 2011, 2017), it is not realistic with only double-tracked crossovers. 
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The proposed optimization model can, however, provide an understanding of the location of 

double-tracked crossovers. Determining the effect of such crossovers could be used as basis of 

negotiation with Hordaland County Council when determining future budgets of Bybanen, as 

well as in applications for national funding.   

The combined findings suggest that the proposed optimization model can be used to safely 

reschedule train operations during disruption. It also shows applicability when minimizing 

delay at all stations and improving service level for passengers. Rescheduling trains was done 

through utilization of crossovers, located at their actual position in the network, and can be 

seen as new contributions to the urban railway literature. As the proposed model is able to 

optimally calculate solutions within seconds, it can also be used by dispatchers during real-

time disruptions. In keeping with this, the model may be integrated as part of a dispatcher 

support system, assisting with real-time decisions.  

7.2 Sources of error 

Although the findings suggest that urban rail operations can efficiently be rescheduled through 

crossovers, it is important to note that the applicability of the proposed model is highly 

dependent on the characteristics of the system. In comparison to busy metro systems, Bybanen 

has considerably longer frequency intervals. Since the results suggest that increased frequency 

cause reduced punctuality, crossover operations are likely to be more challenging for metro 

systems. That being said, for metro systems with double-tracked crossovers, these procedures 

might prove to be efficient. 

The validity of the results greatly depends on the assumptions made when modelling the 

network. Although optimization models with macro perspective have proven to be efficient in 

the past (Chang et al., 2019; Yin, Tang, et al., 2017), they create uncertainties as trains cannot 

always be located with exact precision. Nor can incident location be determined with high level 

of granularity. Although these considerations are included in terms of safety margins, it may 

be easier for dispatchers with more exact locations.  

In the proposed model, headway for meeting operations were moreover determined by a proxy 

to ensure safe train operations. This was necessary following lacking information of crossover 

operations, likely to overestimate headways. Before implementing the model in real-world 

instances, it would therefore be necessary to define crossovers with higher granularity. This 

entails exact acceleration and deceleration when using crossovers, as well as the exact reverse 

time when operating passed it.  
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In the current model, train services terminate when reaching their final stations. This is a 

reasonable assumption when demonstrating applicability, however, not sufficient in real-world 

instances. During normal operations, train services operate in loops by changing operating 

direction at final stations. Rescheduling of looping train operations is therefore likely to cause 

different optimal solutions. These operations also have to consider delay when returning to 

origin station, compared to the proposed model where only one direction is considered. A 

probable outcome would be for affected and unaffected trains to take turns in passing the 

incident, resulting in better distribution of delay between inbound and outbound trains. Overall 

punctuality would most likely be reduced in short term perspective but be more evenly 

distributed throughout the day.  

7.3 Development of an efficient dispatcher support system 

Since the proposed optimization model can optimally reschedule trains within seconds, it 

demonstrates potential for an integrated dispatcher support system. At the current state, 

however, the model is most suited to increase knowledge through scenario analyses and stress 

testing of the network. It is also suitable when planning future line extensions and determining 

characteristics of the infrastructure. Thus, the model could be used as a basis for knowledge to 

expand to double-tracked crossovers.  

In order to develop an integrated system, data should first of all be specified and generated in 

the same interface. This would make it easier for dispatchers to process data, thereby 

decreasing decision-making time. A possible solution could be an integrated application where 

the main page is used to specify input. The resulting output could be presented through a user-

friendly interface consisting of real-time train positions, as well as suggested rescheduling 

operations. In addition, relevant train graphs and displays for safe interaction between trains 

could be presented.  

The application should also include necessary software to run the optimization model, 

including R, AMPL and CPLEX. As AMPL and CPLEX both require licensing fees, a cost-

benefit analysis should therefore be conducted before a system is developed. However, the 

costs are not likely to be substantial compared to alternative support systems.   

In order to develop the network of Bybanen, an integrated system could include sensors 

throughout the light rail system, to determine the exact location of an incident. This could 

provide a more autonomous system, reducing the necessary tasks by dispatchers. Sensors could 

also be used to provide real-time information to passengers when crossover procedures are 
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initiated, informing of when and where trains will arrive. Informing passengers of train arrivals 

is especially crucial as the optimization model reschedules trains to arrive at platforms in the 

opposite direction. The information system should further ensure clear communication not only 

between dispatchers and operators, but also between operators at different train services. This 

is necessary to ensure that operators adjust runtimes corresponding to the rescheduled 

timetables provided by dispatchers, ensuring safe and reliable train services.   
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8 Conclusions 

The purpose of this thesis was to develop an optimization model that efficiently reschedules 

trains during disruptions. This was achieved through a mixed-integer optimization model that 

minimizes sum of delay at all stations while respecting safety considerations. Following subset 

reduction of crossover links, the model was able to reschedule trains within short computation 

time.   

The numerical analyses were performed on three case studies from Bybanen light rail system, 

during various disruption timeframes. The results suggest that the proposed optimization model 

can safely reschedule train operations through crossovers located at their actual position in the 

network. Minimizing delay at all stations may also contribute to a more even distribution of 

punctuality compared to minimizing delay at final stations. These combined findings are highly 

relevant for comparable urban rail systems as utilization of crossovers rarely have been 

researched or tried in practice.    

With increasing rolling stock in the network, implementing a crossover strategy is problematic 

due to increased frequency. Our findings further indicate that introducing double-tracked 

crossovers could significantly improve urban rail operations in terms of punctuality and service 

level. Consequently, similar urban rail systems could utilize the proposed model to optimally 

plan infrastructure and crossover sections.  

In the proposed optimization model, delay was minimized with an assumption of equal 

passenger demand at all stations. In reality, there are considerable differences in demand 

depending on where a station is located. Further development of the model could include 

minimized delay at stations weighted according to expected passenger demands. To improve 

service level, the model could also include train operations turning at the terminal stations, as 

well as higher granularity of crossovers. Refining the model with these conditions may 

contribute to more efficient crossover operations and evenly distributed delay. In future 

research it would be interesting to evaluate the effect of adding back-up trains to reduce delay 

for passengers succeeding the incident area. This could increase the frequency of train 

operations during disruption, thereby possibly improving service levels.  
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10 Appendix 

A Station names  

 

Abbreviation Full names 

BYP Byparken 

NON Nonneseter 

BYS Bystasjonen 

NYG Nygård 

FLO Florida 

DAP Danmarks plass 

KRS Kronstad 

BRS Brann stadion 

WER Wergeland 

SLE Sletten 

SLB Slettebakken 

FAN Fantoft 

PAR Paradis 

HOP Hop 

NST Nesttun terminal 

NSS Nesttun sentrum 

SKS Skjoldskiftet 

MAR Mårdalen 

SKJ Skjold 

LAG Lagunen 

RAS Råstølen 

SAV Sandslivegen 

SAM Sandslimarka 

KOK Kokstad 

BIR Birkelandsskiftet 

KOF Kokstadflaten 

FLE Flesland 
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B R-file 

#Installation 

#install.packages("Rcpp", type="source") 

#install.packages("https://ampl.com/dl/API/rAMPL.tar.gz", repos=NULL) 

#--------------------------------------------------------------------------

------ 

library(rAMPL) 

ampl <- new(AMPL, new(Environment, "C:/Users/xx")) 

 

setwd("C:/Users/xx”) 

# Decide which frequency to use 

con <- if (interactive()) stdin() else file('stdin') 

message('Which frequency 4min,5min or 6min:') 

frequency <- scan(file=con,what = numeric(), nlines=1, quiet=TRUE) 

 

if (frequency == 4){ 

  ampl$read("close240.mod") 

}else if (frequency == 5){ 

  ampl$read("close.mod") 

}else if (frequency == 6){ 

  ampl$read("close360.mod") 

} 

 

if (frequency == 4){ 

  ampl$readData("240head.dat") 

}else if (frequency == 5){ 

  ampl$readData("300head.dat") 

}else if (frequency == 6){ 

  ampl$readData("360head.dat") 

} 

 

#Decide solver cplex 

ampl$setOption("solver","cplex") 

 

#If the incident is located in outbound or inbound direction 

con <- if (interactive()) stdin() else file('stdin') 

message('Incident inbound or outbound:') 

incident <- scan(file=con,what = character(), nlines=1, quiet=TRUE) 

 

#Insert incident section, start and end 

message('Enter start of incident section: ') 

incident.start <- scan(file=con,what = character(), nlines=1, quiet=TRUE) 

 

message('Enter end of incident section: ') 

incident.end <- scan(file=con,what = character(), nlines=1, quiet=TRUE) 

 

 

#Insert incident time and recovery 

message('Enter start time of incident: ') 

incident.occurs <- scan(file=con,what = integer(), nlines=1, quiet=TRUE) 

message('Enter end time of incident: ') 

incident.resolves <- scan(file=con,what = integer(), nlines=1, quiet=TRUE) 

 

#If statement with two choices, either outbound or inbound 

if (incident=="OUTBOUND"){ 

  #Find possible crossover links with input as incident section 

  RLINKO <- ampl$getSet("RLINKO") 

  R <- RLINKO$getValues() 

  datalist <- list() 
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  for (row in 1:nrow(R)){ 

    if ((R[row,1]==incident.start) && (R[row,2]==incident.end)){ 

      x <-R[row,3]  

      y <-R[row,4] 

      dat <- data.frame(x,y) 

      datalist[[row]] <- dat # add crossoverlink to list 

    } 

  } 

  All_crossover_links = do.call(rbind, datalist) 

   

  #Find links within used crossoverlinks, creating a dataframe, and store 

as a list 

  list <- list() 

  for(r in 1:nrow(All_crossover_links)){ 

    df <- data.frame() 

    for (row in 1:nrow(R)){ 

      if ((R[row,3]==All_crossover_links[r,1]) && 

(R[row,4]==All_crossover_links[r,2])){ 

        x <-R[row,] 

        df = rbind(df,x) 

        list[[r]] <- df 

      } 

    } 

  } 

 

   

   

  library(openxlsx) 

  #Solve for all possible crossover links, storing wait time and used 

crossover link 

  Wait_list <- list() 

  New_times <- list() 

  for (row in 1:nrow(All_crossover_links)){ 

    library(rAMPL) #needs to reset for every loop 

    df <- data.frame() 

    ampl <- new(AMPL, new(Environment, "C:/Users/xx")) 

    setwd("C:/Users/xx») 

    ampl$setOption("solver","cplex") 

    # Interpret the two files 

    if (frequency == 4){ 

      ampl$read("close240.mod") 

    }else if (frequency == 5){ 

      ampl$read("close.mod") 

    }else if (frequency == 6){ 

      ampl$read("close360.mod") 

    } 

     

    if (frequency == 4){ 

      ampl$readData("240head.dat") 

    }else if (frequency == 5){ 

      ampl$readData("300head.dat") 

    }else if (frequency == 6){ 

      ampl$readData("360head.dat") 

    } 

    #The lines over resets so need to specify sets again 

    #Determine correct values for sets and parameters 

    ampl$getSet("SO")$setValues(incident.start) 

    ampl$getSet("EO")$setValues(incident.end) 

    ampl$getParameter("too")$setValues(as.integer(incident.occurs)) 

    ampl$getParameter("tro")$setValues(as.integer(incident.resolves)) 
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    ampl$getSet("LINKSFO")$setValues(All_crossover_links[row,]) #determine 

new set 

    new_RLINKO = list[[row]] 

    ampl$setData(new_RLINKO,4, "RLINKO") #determine new set 

    ampl$solve() #solve  

    total_wait_time <- ampl$getObjective("total_wait_time") 

    #Present variables 

    Var <- ampl$getVariables() #Get variables 

    Outbound_times <- cbind(Var$ao1$getValues(),Var$do1$getValues()[,-1:-

2]) 

    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="index0"] <- "Train" 

    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="index1"] <- "Station" 

    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="ao1.val"] <- "Arrival 

Outbound" 

    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="Var$do1$getValues()[, -

1:-2]"] <- "Departure Outbound" 

     

    Inbound_times <- cbind(Var$ai1$getValues(),Var$di1$getValues()[,-1:-2]) 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="index0"] <- "Train" 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="index1"] <- "Station" 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="ai1.val"] <- "Arrival 

Inbound" 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="Var$di1$getValues()[, -1:-

2]"] <- "Departure Inbound" 

    cat(sprintf("Objective is: %g\n", total_wait_time$value())) 

    New_times[[row]] <- cbind(Outbound_times,Inbound_times) 

    Wait_list[[row]] <- 

cbind(total_wait_time$value(),All_crossover_links[row,]) 

    #Make excel files 

    if (frequency == 4){ 

      wb <- loadWorkbook('Excel240.xlsx') 

    }else if (frequency == 5){ 

      wb <- loadWorkbook('Excel300.xlsx') 

    }else if (frequency == 6){ 

      wb <- loadWorkbook('Excel360.xlsx') 

    } 

    total_wait_time <- total_wait_time$value() 

    crossover <- 

paste(All_crossover_links[row,1],All_crossover_links[row,2]) 

    writeData(wb,sheet = 1,New_times[[row]],startCol = 1, startRow = 1, 

colNames = TRUE) 

    saveWorkbook(wb, as.character(paste(total_wait_time, 

crossover,".xlsx")),overwrite = TRUE) 

    } #ends with storing total wait time and the used crossoverlink 

   

  print("Look at Excel-files for the Rescheduled times") 

} else if (incident=="INBOUND"){ 

  #Find possible crossover links with input incident section 

  RLINKI <- ampl$getSet("RLINKI") 

  R <- RLINKI$getValues() 

  datalist <- list() 

  for (row in 1:nrow(R)){ 

    if ((R[row,1]==incident.start) && (R[row,2]==incident.end)){ 

      x <-R[row,3]  

      y <-R[row,4] 

      dat <- data.frame(x,y) 

      datalist[[row]] <- dat # add crossoverlink to list 

    } 

  } 

  All_crossover_links = do.call(rbind, datalist) 
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  # Find links within used crossoverlinks, creating a dataframe, and store 

as a list 

  list <- list() 

  for(r in 1:nrow(All_crossover_links)){ 

    df <- data.frame() 

    for (row in 1:nrow(R)){ 

      if ((R[row,3]==All_crossover_links[r,1]) && 

(R[row,4]==All_crossover_links[r,2])){ 

        x <-R[row,] 

        df = rbind(df,x) 

        list[[r]] <- df 

      } 

    } 

  } 

   

  library(openxlsx) 

  #Solve for all possible crossover links, storing wait time and used 

crossover link 

  Wait_list <- list() 

  New_times <- list() 

  for (row in 1:nrow(All_crossover_links)){ 

    library(rAMPL) #needs to reset for every loop 

    df <- data.frame() 

    ampl <- new(AMPL, new(Environment, "C:/Users/xx")) 

    setwd("C:/Users/xx") 

    ampl$setOption("solver","cplex") 

    # Interpret the two files 

    if (frequency == 4){ 

      ampl$read("close240.mod") 

    }else if (frequency == 5){ 

      ampl$read("close.mod") 

    }else if (frequency == 6){ 

      ampl$read("close360.mod") 

    } 

     

    if (frequency == 4){ 

      ampl$readData("240head.dat") 

    }else if (frequency == 5){ 

      ampl$readData("300head.dat") 

    }else if (frequency == 6){ 

      ampl$readData("360head.dat") 

    } 

    #The lines over resets so need to specify sets again 

    #Determine correct values for sets and parameters 

    ampl$getSet("SO")$setValues(incident.start) 

    ampl$getSet("EO")$setValues(incident.end) 

    ampl$getParameter("toi")$setValues(as.integer(incident.occurs)) 

    ampl$getParameter("tri")$setValues(as.integer(incident.resolves)) 

    ampl$getSet("LINKSFI")$setValues(All_crossover_links[row,]) #determine 

new set 

    new_RLINKI = list[[row]] 

    ampl$setData(new_RLINKI,4, "RLINKI") #determine new set 

    ampl$solve() #solve 

    total_wait_time <- ampl$getObjective("total_wait_time") 

    #Present variables 

    Var <- ampl$getVariables() #Get variables 

    Outbound_times <- cbind(Var$ao1$getValues(),Var$do1$getValues()[,-1:-

2]) 

    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="index0"] <- "Train" 

    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="index1"] <- "Station" 
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    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="ao1.val"] <- "Arrival 

Outbound" 

    names(Outbound_times)[names(Outbound_times)=="Var$do1$getValues()[, -

1:-2]"] <- "Departure Outbound" 

     

    Inbound_times <- cbind(Var$ai1$getValues(),Var$di1$getValues()[,-1:-2]) 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="index0"] <- "Train" 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="index1"] <- "Station" 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="ai1.val"] <- "Arrival 

Inbound" 

    names(Inbound_times)[names(Inbound_times)=="Var$di1$getValues()[, -1:-

2]"] <- "Departure Inbound" 

    cat(sprintf("Objective is: %g\n", total_wait_time$value())) 

    New_times[[row]] <- cbind(Outbound_times,Inbound_times) 

    Wait_list[[row]] <- 

cbind(total_wait_time$value(),All_crossover_links[row,]) 

    #Make excel files 

    if (frequency == 4){ 

      wb <- loadWorkbook('Excel240.xlsx') 

    }else if (frequency == 5){ 

      wb <- loadWorkbook('Excel300.xlsx') 

    }else if (frequency == 6){ 

      wb <- loadWorkbook('Excel360.xlsx') 

    } 

    total_wait_time <- total_wait_time$value() 

    crossover <- 

paste(All_crossover_links[row,1],All_crossover_links[row,2]) 

    writeData(wb,sheet = 1,New_times[[row]],startCol = 1, startRow = 1, 

colNames = TRUE) 

    saveWorkbook(wb, as.character(paste(total_wait_time, 

crossover,".xlsx")),overwrite = TRUE) 

  } #ends with storing total wait time and the used crossoverlink 

   

  print("Look at Excel-files for the Rescheduled times") 

   

} 

 

 


